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Dear Charter Board Members, 
 


Enclosed are the necessary documentation for the renewal of the Sequoia Ranch Charter. 
This charter consist of the following schools sites: 
 


Sequoia Ranch 
A small K-12 school located in Mayer consisting of approximately 40 students, one bus driver, one 
principal, two teachers and one aid. The school provides lunch and transportation. 
 


After nine years of operation, it has been decided that Sequoia Ranch will be shut down June 30th, 2012. 
Parents, students and staff have been notified. A plan has been establish to ensure that all relevant records 
will be accounted for and stored at Sequoia's main record storage site in building #5 at 1460 S. Horne, 
Mesa 85204.  All requests for record information should be directed to Kathy Stacy, at (480) 461-3200. 
 


The primary reason for closing Sequoia Ranch has been the on-going issue of financial viability. We have 
projected an operating loss of $164,000 for the next school year, this after losing approximately $100,000 
in the current year. 
 


Children First Academy - Phoenix 
A K-8 school located in downtown Phoenix that serves 320 primarily homeless students who are at 
extreme risk. Very complicated environment that provides horrendous challenges to the delivery of 
meaningful educational services. 
 


Children First Academy - Tempe 
A K-7 environment located in Tempe that serves 210 very high risk students similar to the Phoenix 
campus. For this reason, we have combined the Performance Management Plans for the two CFA schools 
into one PMP. Please see enclosed. 
 


Sequoia Pathway Academy 
A K-12 environment located in Maricopa that serves approximately 800 students. This school has been 
given a "B" and given its continued improvement, we expect this school to earn an "A" label soon. 
 


 
Sincerely, 
Ron Neil 
Superintendent, Sequoia Schools 
OUR SCHOOLS 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Children First Academy -  Phoenix serves 320 very at risk students, a majority of whom are 
homeless.  The Phoenix campus is a K-8 school in downtown Phoenix.  Similarly, the Tempe 
campus is currently a K-7, with plans for expansion to 8th grade next year, and serves 200 at risk 
students  in the Mesa/Tempe area.  The school is located along the light-rail route on Apache 
Blvd.  Most children and families who attend these schools live in shelters, cars, streets, hotels, 
etc.  The student population at these schools are at extreme risk both academically and socially.  
These schools offer more than just an education to students and family, a variety of additional 
services are made available which include breakfast, lunch, food boxes, clothes, medical care, 
dental care, mental health care, washing of clothes at school, providing showers at school, 
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transportation, etc. As a result, these schools  are  very involved with a number of social 
agencies.   


Due to family circumstances, the student population at both location is very transitory.  At the 
Phoenix campus this is even more notable, as 65% of the students never finish a complete year of 
school.  Attendance rates for the Phoenix campus also indicate that approximately 25% of the 
student population have absences in excess of 10% of the total school year.   At the Tempe 
location, these issues are present but the data is not as staggering as that noted for the Phoenix 
campus. 


As a result, academic progress is impacted.  Students in Kindergarten and first grades are 
typically severely developmentally delayed, and have very little awareness of social norms.  This 
additional instruction and guidance is then the responsibility of the staff at these schools.   


Children's First Academies - Phoenix/Tempe work to serve the whole student.  These schools are 
unlike any other school in the state of Arizona, which makes them truly unique. 


 
 
 
OUR MISSION 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phoenix campus  


• To provide educational services and any additional social/health/family services 
necessary in order for the students to successfully complete a K-8 education and become 
a productive member of our society.  Furthermore, it is our mission to ensure that our 
school provides for a very positive and uplifting environment where there are high 
expectations for each student, academically and socially. 


Tempe campus 


• Children First Academy of Tempe is dedicated to students by helping them achieve 
academic success, maintain personal health, discover and develop their strengths, gifts 
and cultivate their citizenship and character. 


HISTORY 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Children First Academies (Phoenix/Tempe) are the result of District 509 closing the old Thomas 
J. Papas schools.  Sequoia Schools was asked by the Small School House Foundation to assume 
responsibility for the staff, students and families as a result of this closure.  Sequoia Schools 
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researched these locations and after a six month investigation added these two schools to the 
organization under the Sequoia Ranch LEA. 


The biggest concern Sequoia Schools had with accepting responsibility for the academic, social  
and  physical wellbeing of these students was the total lack of expectations at Thomas J. Papas 
Schools.  The organization's administration knew that the staff that would be inherited were not 
data driven, had no sense of accountability and that the students and various volunteer 
organizations viewed the school as “a place to have fun and feel good”.  This meant that over the 
last three years, significant reform has been implemented to provide structure, expectations and 
accountability for these schools. 


Re-teaching teachers to become what they once were is not a trivial task. Helping parents to 
understand their role in this process is even more challenging, especially when the parent has a 
very complicated life.  Re-shaping the culture to be consistent in demanding high expectations, 
releasing teachers from employment, creating a data driven environment and ensuring that 
everyone not only has a curriculum map but is actually using it are all part of the uphill effort we 
have been involved in for the past four years.   


The key to effective reform is strong site administration.  Sequoia has been committed to finding 
the right administrators for these schools.  Yet during the last four years though, both schools 
have experienced administrator turn-over.  At Phoenix the former Pappas principal continued for 
a brief amount of time.  She was replaced just after the start of the school year by Mr. Jarrett 
Sharp, yet she remained an employee of the school and worked with fundraising activities for the 
school.  Mr. Sharp maintained his employment with the organization from 2008-2011.  During 
this time, structure was brought to the daily routine of the school, but little was done to truly 
increase the academic rigor of the school.  In 2011, Mr. Sharp was replaced by a new principal, 
Mr. Robert Meko.  Mr. Meko's tenure was short.  He was asked to resign in November 2011, 
leaving the staff and students with little consistency or structure.  The organization took 
significant steps at this time, to find an individual who was committed to student success and 
high expectations.  Ms. Donna Driggers was transferred to Phoenix at this time from another 
school within our organization.  Additionally, Mrs. Tamara Becker, Assistant Superintendent, 
was charged with overseeing this location and Ms. Driggers to provide extra support and 
guidance.  Both Ms. Driggers and Mrs. Becker are working to re-establish the culture at the 
Phoenix location and raise the expectations so that all students are academically and socially 
successful. 


At the Tempe school, Mrs. Diane Fernicho was the site administrator from 2008-2009.  Her 
leadership was determined to not be effective and she was moved into another position within 
the organization.  Mr. Jerry Lewis, Assistant Superintendent and current state Senator, took over 
as the school's administrator.  During his tenure, Mr. Lewis established a data driven, high 
expectations culture throughout the school, that is still evidenced today by students and staff.  
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Upon his departure in 2011, Mr. Daniel Cooper was brought in.  Mr. Cooper's dedication and 
commitment to the students has been commendable.  Yet despite this, Mr. Cooper has opted to 
return to the classroom for the upcoming school year.  He is being replaced by Mr. Jevon Lewis. 
Mr. Lewis has been a teacher at Children's First Academy for 5 years.  Mr. Lewis is an 
exemplary teacher and coach for our Professional Learning Communities.  He uses data to drive 
his instruction on daily basis and he will be the instructional leader that CFA Tempe needs.   


Mr. Jevon Lewis and Ms. Donna Driggers are the dynamic leaders that these schools needs and 
with guidance from district administration will solidify high expectations, data driven instruction 
for all students at these campuses. 


The 2012-2013 school year will bring many changes for the students, staff and parents at these 
schools, but we are confident that with strong teachers and administration and the 
implementation of the plans outlined in this renewal, these schools will positively impact the 
culture and performance at these locations. 


 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 


Currently the Phoenix campus is located at 7th Ave and Fillmore.  It is our intention to move 
during the 2012-2013 to a new location at 16th St. and Mohave.  Despite location, students are 
bused in from all over the Phoenix area.  Currently, we have students within the following 
geographic locations:  North - Dunlap; South - Dobbins; East - 52nd Street; and West - 91st Ave.  
The Tempe campus has students from the Tempe, Mesa and Guadalupe areas, which also 
accounts for a large geographic area. 


Student Enrollment By Ethnicity 
CFA-P Total Asian African American Hispanic American Indian White 


K-8 300 0 41 85 35 139 
M/F 144 156 0 0 12 29 49 36 19 16 64 75 


 
Student Enrollment By Ethnicity 
CFA-T Total Asian African American Hispanic American Indian White 


K-7 200 1 19 141 6 33 
M/F 98 102 0 1 9 10 72 69 2 4 15 18 


 
Free and Reduced Lunch Statistics for Our Homeless School 


School Free Reduced Paid TOTAL 
CFA-P 331 0 19 315 
CFA-T 211 0 1 212 


 
Number of ELL Students By Grade Level 
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School Kinder 1st 2nd` 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th Total 
Phoenix 7 6 15 0 5 2 2 1 0 38 
Tempe 14 11 15 3 7 3 6 2 N/A 61 


 
ELL Category 


 Pre-Emergent Emergent Basic Intermediate Monitored Only 
Phoenix 3 3 12 20 26 
Tempe 2 3 18 38 43 


 
EDUCATION FOR HOMELESS STUDENTS 


__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sequoia Schools understands that by providing education we are taking advantage of  our one 
big opportunity to effectively help homeless children break the cycle of homelessness & poverty. 


Children First Academies recognizes that educating children requires more than a classroom, 
desk and textbooks. We provide the following for our students and their families 


 
 
Transportation:  


• Phoenix - Five buses travel over 450 miles a day; changing routes to accommodate the 
transitional lives of students’ families. This provides a consistent and stable environment 
for our kids.   


• Tempe - Four buses travel a minimum of 20 miles in each direction from the school.  
Currently students from Mesa, Tempe and Guadalupe attend this school. 


Transportation routes are flexible based upon student needs.  Routes are changed and 
accommodated within 24 hours to ensure students are able to attend school.  Quite often, the 
last person to see child is the bus driver at the end of the day; the bus drivers at Children First 
Academies have a complicated job, and work to support students in more ways than just 
transporting them.  Drivers attend and go through similar training as instructional staff at 
these schools to ensure compassion and understanding related to the situations these children 
and their families face each day. 


Food:  


• Phoenix provides food boxes to families in need once a month, or as needed.  In addition, 
a partnership with St. Mary's Food Bank provides food bags for up to 80 students each 
week. 


• At the Tempe campus food boxes are created through donations.  These boxes are 
distributed to needy family 2-3 times per month and impact approximately 100 families 
within a given month. 
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Family Service Center:  
• As a result of community donations, families receive hygiene kits,    


clothing, furniture and household items at both locations.  Families can set up 
appointments to visit the Family Service Centers. 


Social Services:  
• A full-time counselor is shared between both campuses to work with individuals and 


groups of students.  This position has been funded in through a grant provided by 
Discount Tire. 


 
Medical: 


• Phoenix has a partnership with Phoenix Children's Hospital.  Through this partnership a 
mobile clinic comes to campus twice a week.  Complete medical services are provided 
for students and individuals 0 - 24 years of age.   Services include but are not limited to:  
immunizations, health screenings, and vision and hearing assessments. 


• Tempe currently has a physician assistant once a week.  They are currently working to 
establish a partnership with Scottsdale Healthcare to bring a mobile clinic on site 1 - 3 
times a week.  The intent is to then also offer these services to the surrounding 
communities. 


Dental: 
• Phoenix also has a mobile dental clinic that is on campus approximately once a month.  


This clinic receives outside donations to provide complete dental services to students.  
This clinic is equipped to take x-rays, do cleanings, perform root canals and a variety of 
other services. 


• At Tempe, dental services are provided in a similar fashion twice a month. 


Vision: 


• Both campuses are supported by Nationwide Vision Centers at the start of the year with 
vision screenings and glasses for those who are in need.  Additional support is provided 
throughout the course of the year by other agencies to ensure students vision is not an 
impediment to their learning. 


EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The classroom structure at each school is outlined below: 
 Kinder 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 
Phoenix 2 3* 2 1** 1 1 1 1 1 
Tempe 1 2* 1 1 1 1 1 1 N/A 
* There is 1st/2nd grade combined ELL class at each location. 
** Phoenix currently has a combined 3rd/4th class. 
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The Tempe campus also has a full time physical education teacher, and the Phoenix campus has 
a part time physical education teacher.  Tempe employs an music teacher 1 day a week, and 
Phoenix has a volunteer who hold art classes for students once a week. 


Each campus also employs a dedicated special education teacher who provides direct service and 
classroom support to students with Individual Education Plans.  Additional support services as 
outlined in the IEP such as:  speech, occupational and physical therapies. 


The ELL, English Language Learner, program at both locations is quite significant.  The Arizona 
Department of Education, ELL Department, has mandated that if there are 20 or more children 
classified as needing ELL services in a 3 year grade span, a self contained classroom must be 
created.  As outlined in the demographics section, both schools meet this requirement and thus 
have created self contained classrooms.  Teachers have specialized training and support from 
ADE as well as the organization's Director of ELL services to provide appropriate instruction 
and accommodation for this student population. 


Both campuses focus instruction in all content areas outlined in the Arizona State Standards.  In 
addition, a pilot program has been established this year with Imagine Learning.  Imagine 
Learning is a language and literacy program that provides educational software to our schools.  
By using this program, students receive one-on-one instruction through thousands of engaging 
activities specifically designed to meet their individual needs and provide real results.  This 
program has been provided free of charge to both campuses this year.  Phoenix was trained on 
this program later in the year, and they will therefore have an additional year free for the 2012-
2013 school year.  It is Tempe's intent to continue to use this program for individualized 
supplemental instruction in reading for the upcoming school year. 


Finally, the Tempe campus employees a part-time reading specialist and a part-time math 
specialist.  The positions are grant funded and will be continued for the upcoming school year.  
Discount Tire has also provided funding which has enabled a paraprofessional to be hired for 
each classroom.  An expansion plan to include an 8th grade class is also in development for the 
2012-2013 school year at Tempe. 


UNIQUE CHALLENGES IN EDUCATING HOMELESS STUDENTS 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
By the time homeless children reach school age, their homelessness affects their social, physical, 
and academic lives.  Homeless children are not simply at risk; most suffer specific physical, 
psychological, and emotional damage due to the circumstances that accompany homelessness. 
America’s Youngest Outcasts 2010 reports the following: 


• Children experiencing homelessness suffer from hunger, poor physical and emotional 
health and missed educational opportunities. 
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• A majority of these children have limited educational proficiency in mathematics and 
reading. 


Homeless children are eight times more likely to be asked to repeat a grade, three times as likely 
to be placed in special education classes, and twice as likely to score lower on standardized 
tests. 


Often students who enter our schools in Kindergarten have had little to no educational exposure 
prior to stepping foot on campus.  Many have significant development delays which impact their 
educational progress.  Most notably, these children have not had the same experiences or 
exposure to books, numbers, language or social interactions as compared to their peers.  Delayed 
language and skills impact all aspects of school readiness. These schools therefore has the unique 
challenge of addressing these deficiencies from the day the students arrive.  It is important to 
note that while Kindergarten standards are being addressed, so too are remedial skills and 
social/emotional development. 


In all classrooms, teachers have the added task of building schema or background knowledge for 
these children.  As their previous experiences and exposure to the world is limited, teachers must 
ensure that concepts and connections are made on a continuous basis in order to assist students in 
committing learning to their long term memory.   Background knowledge is developed through 
scaffolding, visual aids, manipulatives and or role plays.  It is also important to note that 
student's vocabulary is significantly delayed and therefore explicit vocabulary instruction is 
imperative to student success. 


Another unique challenge that staff at these schools face is issues with attendance and continuity.  
As indicated previously students attendance rates are less than desirable.  At CFA-P this year, 
51% of the students that began the school year had left by spring break.   Constant mobility and 
lack of consistent attendance in the same school hampers the academic progress of students.   
This is evidenced in lower performance on standardized test scores in mathematics and reading.  
Therefore, it is imperative that these schools continue to establish routines and procedures to 
help students get to and attend school on a daily basis.  Removing the barriers of hunger, lack of 
clothes, medical or dental issues or inability to get to school also help to prepare students for 
learning.  In addition, having flexible and responsive transportation services help to ensure 
students are coming to school on a consistent basis. 


Many parents are unavailable, or do not value or involve themselves in their child's education 
when facing issues of homelessness.  It is imperative that we address and define ways to actively 
engage parents in their child's education.  Both schools, hold parent nights frequently.  These 
nights allow families to interact with the school staff and work to highlight ways that parents can 
become active participants in their child's education.  For these events, we provide dinner for our 
families as an incentive to attend.  Our food box distribution for the upcoming school year will 
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also require parents to volunteer in the school in hopes of creating a stronger home-school 
connection for the benefits of students. 


Schools that educate homeless students do not look like traditional schools. In a traditional 
school, students come prepared and ready to learn.  The majority have food, clean clothes, and 
their basic medical/dental needs attended to.  If a student has lice, the parents intervene and get 
the appropriate medications to remedy the situation.  This is not the case with homeless children 
and not the case with Children First Academies.  The schools provide these services without 
which students could not and would not attend.  Often these students are kicked out of traditional 
schools due to poor or sporadic attendance.  We accept these children and work to find ways to 
ensure they attend school on a daily basis.  In a traditional school, students are quickly expelled 
or suspended for behavioral issues.  We work to teach students about right and wrong through 
discipline and provide opportunities for students to turn negative behaviors into positive ones 
with coaching and support.  Children First Academies focus on educating the whole child and 
ensuring growth and success. 


 
CHILDREN FIRST ACADEMIES - CURRENT APPROACH FOR THE LAST 4 YEARS 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The following section outlines what has been done and implemented over the past 4 years to 
address curriculum, standards integration, student achievement, using data to drive instruction 
and professional development.   


CURRICULUM and STANDARD INTEGRATION 


Since joining Sequoia Schools, Children First Academies have had limited and ineffective 
curricular resources for mathematics or reading instruction.   Some programs have been 
implemented to support teachers with instructional planning, but the use of these resources has 
been sporadic and often teachers are ill-equipped to use these resources effectively. 


At the former Thomas J. Pappas schools, high expectations and rigor were not embedded in the 
culture of the schools.  When joining the Sequoia organization, this was a significant cultural 
shift for many of the staff.  To date, only 3 staff at each campus remain from the original group 
that came over from the Pappas organization continued to be employed at these schools. 


At the Phoenix campus, under Mr. Jarret Sharp, significant funds were spent on the training and 
implementation of Expeditionary Learning.  This program is a project-based model that while 
effective in some schools, proved to be highly ineffective for students at the Phoenix campus.  
Expeditionary Learning was not successful due to the significant achievement gaps evidenced by 
student data.  Students were generally unsuccessful with this as their basic skills were deficient 
and this program did not address these deficiencies.  Additionally, the high turnover rates made it 
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virtually impossible for students entering in the middle of a project to "catch up".  Expeditionary 
Learning was abandoned at the start of the 2011-2012 school year. 


While funds have been spent on software and computer based program the true challenge has 
been in researching and finding curriculum resources that align to the standards.  At the start of 
the 2011-2012 school year, this became glaring apparent as the staff at Phoenix began looking to 
purchase mathematic resources.  Training and support has been provided, and reinforcement of 
this is necessary, to ensure that teachers not only know how to select a resource that has strong 
correlation to the standards.  In addition, staff must have continuous training and support in 
implementing these resources, otherwise their use of these resources will be ineffective and 
pointless.  This is highlighted in subsequent sections of this renewal document. 


Reading   


Reading A-Z is a program that provides teachers with assessments and leveled reading books.  
This online resource helps teachers selected leveled books for students based on their reading 
level.  Most teachers use these books both in class and at home.  Teachers at both schools in 
Kindergarten - 2nd grade use this program.   


Imagine Learning has also been implemented this year at both schools.  This research based 
computer program helps struggling readers with individual skills and concept development.  This 
program is used both in the computer labs and in the classroom setting as well.  Students in 
grades K-8 utilize this program.  The primary objective of implementing this program was to 
specifically address a number of state standards that focus on the inclusion of higher order 
thinking skills. 


At Tempe, a daily uninterrupted reading block has been established this year to make better use 
of paraprofessionals and the reading specialist, as DORA and DIBELS indicated a strong need to 
address basic skills development in the area of reading. 


At Phoenix, staff received training on use of a phonics program from Reading Horizons called 
DIP.  This program incorporates visual markings to assist students in learning how to decode 
words and sounds.  Students in grades K-5 utilize this program.  Initial training was provided but 
follow up training and support is imperative if this is to be utilized effectively for classroom 
instruction.   


Mathematics 


Teachers use the organization's FAST Math Scope and Sequence as the foundation of their 
instructional planning.  This assessment program directly aligns to Arizona State Standards and 
ensures that all major content is introduced prior to the state standardized assessments, AIMS.  
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The FAST Math program does provide skills tests and micro assessments that teachers can use in 
planning instruction and monitoring progress. 


During the 2010-2011 school year, it was decided that all teachers needed assistance in 
understanding the state math standards.  Therefore, a policy was put in place that required 
teachers to use FAST Math.   


Data from this assessment program is then used at the organization, school and classroom level 
to impact instruction and increase student performance.  As more data is collected, trends in 
teacher performance will be noted and used to support them in their professional goals. 


Writing 


6 +1 Traits of Writing Rubric is an assessment tool used state-wide.  Writing prompts are 
developed by the organization and scored using this rubric.  The rubric itself provides the 
instructional planning focus and direction needed.  Neither school utilizes a formalized spelling 
or grammar program at this time. 


Curriculum Maps 


The organization has placed strong emphasis on the importance of creating a curriculum map 
aligned with the Arizona State Standards, and requires that all teachers use this document.  When 
planning lessons, teachers use the internet and old resources to develop lessons.   


STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA DRIVEN INSTRUCTION 


Data analysis with regard to student achievement is major priority throughout the organization.  
We have a number of data sets that support teachers in planning and developing instruction that 
are utilized on an on-going and continuous basis.  In addition, the organization uses these data 
reports to monitor teacher and school progress with regard to academic achievement. 


Since the staff that came over from the Pappas schools were not familiar with using data to drive 
instruction, and had little internal accountability measures in place, procedures for implementing 
benchmark testing were established in reading, writing and mathematics.  In addition, substantial 
professional development was provided in this area to support these staff members. 


FAST MATH 
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FAST Math K-2 is an assessment program that has is designed to align with the Common Core 
standards.  This program is in its initial year of implementation.  It is administered in a one-on-
one format.  Student's mathematics knowledge and development are assessed three times a year 
and the data is used at the classroom, school and organizational levels. 


 


These graphic representations of FAST Math data in grades Kinder and 2nd illustrate the lower 
level of performance that is evidenced as students begin the school year.  In Kindergarten both 
schools documented performance at the same range.  While Tempe's data does illustrate a larger 
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growth percentage, Phoenix's Kindergarten data is greatly impacted by a significant amount of 
attendances issues.    


 


FAST Math 3rd - 8th 


This set of assessments have been in use at Sequoia Schools since 2004.  The process and data 
collection have been refined over the last few years, allowing us to capture progress with more 
valid and reliable data sets.  Currently FAST Math 3rd - 8th is aligned to the AZ Mathematics 
Standards 2008.  We are currently in process of realigning the new standards to FAST Math.  For 
students in these grades, assessments are administered 4 times a year.  Data is collected and 
reviewed at the classroom, school and organization levels. 


 


 


The 4th grade data illustrates below goal 
performance with the exception of the 2009-2010 
school year at CFA-P.  Yet it should be noted that 
progress is being made despite the fact that 
students are significantly behind with regard to 
grade level standards. 
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The 7th grade data illustrates closer 
performance to the identified goals.  It is our 
prediction that both locations will be at the 
prescribed goal by the fourth benchmark.  Yet, 
as AIMS is administered in April we realize 
that performance must be increased at a faster 
rate in order to ensure more  success on AIMS. 


The data shows a need for focused professional 
development with regard to math strategies, 
differentiated instruction as well as the need to 
employ a common curricular resource in order 
to establish consistency in instruction.  
Additionally, data from teacher evaluations also 
indicates the need to provide clear, purposeful 


training on how to utilize the curriculum maps in the classroom on a daily basis.  This will be 
outlined in more detail on the following section. 


 


DOMA 


Understanding the importance of evaluating student performance at their respective skill level 
versus with regard to grade level content, the Phoenix campus recently purchased DOMA, a 
Diagnostic Online Math Assessment of Basic Math Skills.  DOMA is based on the NCTM 
standards and examines a student's numeric computation skills, ability to use and understand 
fractions and their understanding of measurement skills.  The results of this assessment provide a 
grade level reference which will allow staff to more effectively set up intervention groups as well 
as provide instruction to the student at their current level of knowledge and understanding.   This 
assessment program is planned to be used at both campuses in the upcoming school year for the 
purposes outlined above. 


Implementing DOMA was motivated by the need to have more data to further collaborate with 
our FAST Math data.  This assessment was administered in May 2012. 
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Total # of Grade 1.89  1.73  2.615  2.65  3.73 
Levels Behind 
 
This data indicates that at the third grade level the average student is already 1.89 years behind 
with regard to their mathematics knowledge.  As students progress, the gap widens, making it 
more challenging to ensure students are proficient in these basic skill areas. 


 


 


 


 


DIBELS 
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The Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) are a set of procedures and 
measures for assessing the acquisition of early literacy skills from kindergarten through sixth 
grade. They are designed to be short (one minute) fluency measures used to regularly monitor the 
development of early literacy and early reading skills.  We administer DIBELS assessments three 
times a year.  The data is then used to guide instruction in the classroom.  This year at the 
Phoenix campus, we utilized DIBELS data to set up intervention groups to address student gaps 
and deficiencies. 


As noted above the decline in student performance based on DIBELS data resulted in 
Intervention groups being established.  Interventions were conducted based on student needs and 


in small groups.  This was done three times a week from January - May 2012. 
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The 5th grade graphs for Phoenix represent closer goal performance for the 2012-2011 school 
year.  Students are on track for meeting the Composite Goal for the 2011-2012 school year.  At 
Tempe, the assessments were conducted, although the data was never input.  Progress is slow at 
Tempe but we are confident they too will be able to meet the goal. 


DORA 


Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment (DORA) is a K-12 measure that provides objective, 
individualized assessment data across eight reading measures that together profile each student's 
reading abilities and prescribe individual learning paths.  DORA has been utilized in all Sequoia 
Schools since 2010.  DORA is a beneficial assessment tool, because unlike AIMS or FAST 
Math, it measures students current level of performance rather than their skill with regard to 
grade level content.  This is important to note when planning and instructing students who are 
significantly delayed and far below grade level, such as with the populations at CFA Phoenix and 
Tempe. 
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 Discussions with regard to the 4th benchmark have taken place recently at the organization 


level.  As this is administered at the very end of the school year, there is some concern that 
students are not taking this seriously.  This could be the explanation of the decline in 
performance at Phoenix during the 2010-2011 school year as well as the stagnant performance at 
Tempe.  The data for the 2011 - 2012 school year indicates progress.  One notable improvement 
should be highlighted with regard to this data.  The third administration of this benchmark 
occurred in March 2012.  This was two months into the implementation of the Intervention 
program.  The data illustrates that students made on average, one year's growth during this 
period. 
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This data illustrates the significant gap in learning as it is enlarged from 3rd to 6th grades.  
Students in 3rd grade illustrated approximately a 2 year deficit with reading to their median 
reading levels. This gap increases by an entire year by 6th grade in both schools. The need for a 
focused and directed plan is necessary to impact progress with regard to reading at both 
locations. 


In 2010 - 2011, the superintendent conducted a comparison of DORA reading comprehension 
scores for students at CFA Phoenix.  This assessment was administered in line with district 
requirements - four times a year, yet the data reflects a comparison between the 1st and 4th 
benchmark scores for reading comprehension, and ultimately, illustrates the amount of growth or 
improvement each student made during the course of the school year.   


To help better understand the data included use the following as reference: 


• A child at 3.9 means he/she tested at the 3rd grade, ninth month. 


• If a student has an improvement of 1.2, this means the child improved 1 year and 2 
months with regard to their reading comprehension. 


Summary of Results 


Teacher Grade Number of Students Average Improvement 
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1 3 16 1.2 


2 3 14 0.86 


3 4 18 1.86 


4 5 21 1.03 


5 6 20 1.14 


6 7 23 1.55 


7 8 23 1.24 


Total Students 135 1.28 


AVERAGE GAIN IN READING COMPREHENSION 1.28 SCHOOL WIDE 
 


A detailed breakdown by classroom is available by request. 


 


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 


Up until the 2011-2012 school year, professional development has been the sole responsibility of 
the each individual school with the exception of the Instructional Support Group.   This group of 
master level teachers, are employed at the organizational level and provide training and support 
to teachers and schools.  This group is responsive to the needs of the site administrators and have 
delivered a variety of professional development opportunities since its inception in the 2009-
2010 school year.  


Toward the end of the 2010-2011 school year, organization administration reviewed data and 
determined that more focused professional development was needed.  It was not only academic 
performance data that was reviewed, but also evaluation data.  During the 2010-2011 school 
year, a formalized evaluation rubric was implemented and utilized by site administrators.  This 
tool allowed for more constructive dialogue between administrator and teacher.  It also enabled 
teachers to see what a master level teacher means in a variety of categories:  Planning and 
Preparation, Assessment of Instruction, Learning Environment, Instruction and Professional 
Responsibilities.  The standardization of an evaluation tool, helped to provide focus and direction 
to the professional development needs of the instructional staff. 


In Spring 2011 a Director of Professional Development was hired.  This individual's 
responsibilities included:  collecting data from site administrators on professional development 
needs evidenced in staff evaluations as well as to construct and train professional development 
coaches in establishing organization wide Professional Learning Communities.  The organization 
embedded 6 professional development days in the 2011-2012 school year to address the needs of 
the teaching staff.  The following topics were addressed in 2011-2012 professional development 
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days:  curriculum maps, start of the year procedures, using benchmark data, increasing the rigor 
in mathematics, explicit vocabulary strategies, and vertical dialogues.  Each session's foundation 
was on horizontal discussions that focused on improving student achievement at each site.  This 
was the first time in the history of the organization that ALL staff came together.  The impact 
was profound and it is the intention of the organization to continue with these professional 
development days in the upcoming school year. 


At the conclusion of the 2011-2012 school year, all instructional staff participated in a survey 
sponsored by ADE entitled the Standards Assessment Inventory.  This survey asked teachers to 
reflect on their professional development needs and aspirations.  Data from this survey will be 
available during summer 2012 and will be utilized to structure professional development days 
both at the organization and site levels. 


Detailed description of the current professional development needs and plans is outlined in the 
next section.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
CHILDREN FIRST ACADEMIES - PLANS FOR THE FUTURE  
(Aligned with the PMP templates for Reading and Mathematics) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The transformation that has been started at both Children First Academies has only just begun.  
Outlined in the PMP templates for Reading and Mathematics are clearly defined action items and 
expected outcomes.  This section will provide the rationale for inclusion of these action items. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IA:  Reviewing and Revising curriculum maps for reading and mathematics to ensure 
alignment to common core standards. (Reading and Mathematics) 


At the start of the 2011-2012 school year, the organization began addressing the transition to 
common core.  Under the direction of the Instructional Support Team, grade level teachers were 
pulled together to unwrap the standards in mathematics (Kinder - 6th) and reading (Kinder - 
2nd).  This activity has resulted in a revised FAST Math Scope and Sequence for grades Kinder - 
2nd that was implemented during this school year.  The final revisions for grades 3rd - 6th will 
be finalized over the summer and provided to teachers at the start of the 2012-2013 school year.  
With regard to reading, a organization curriculum guide was established.  This curriculum guide 
will be used as the foundation for creating revised reading curriculum maps.  These guides and 
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the scope and sequence documents ensure that all teachers will cover the common core standards 
in their curriculum maps and their subsequent daily instruction. 


The real "power" of this project comes from the constructive dialogue that is a result of delving 
deep into the standards.  Many teachers have already expressed a stronger understanding of the 
standards.  The impact will also be evidenced in daily instruction as all teachers throughout the 
organization will be developing their maps from these documents. 


Also aligned to this strategy are following outlined action items on the PMP's: 


Strategy IID: Administrator review bi-monthly of curriculum maps during classroom visits to 
ensure effective use of maps and implementation of standards. (Reading and Mathematics) 


A directive or expectation is only effective if follow up is embedded.  By having administrators 
document classroom visitation and review of the curriculum maps, staff will have more 
accountability to utilize these documents daily. 


Strategy IVB: Professional Development focusing on how to aligned textbooks and other 
curricular materials to curriculum maps. (Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IVD:  Implement on-going training program for staff on how to use curriculum maps on 
a day to day basis. (Reading and Mathematics) 


It is imperative to provide training and support to teachers as they are constructing their maps to 
help ensure that they are using the curriculum maps to guide their instruction rather than a 
textbook or other curricular materials.  This training will show teachers how to use the textbook 
as a resource rather than as the sole foundation of instruction.  


On-going and continued training and development is necessary to support teachers in effectively 
using their curriculum maps on a continuous basis.  Highlighting how the maps will be modified 
based on data will be the focus of this training. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IB: Purchase necessary curriculum that meets the needs of students and is aligned to 
the common core standards. (Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IVC: Professional development on new curricular resources. (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Consistency in the use of instructional materials is a vital component to student success.  In 
having a common resource, teachers can plan instruction collaboratively with peers, brainstorm 
interventions and modifications and establish common vocabulary with regard to content.  While 
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the schools and organization have purchased some materials in the past, formalizing this process, 
providing training on how to select resources and training on how to use the materials is 
imperative if they are to be used consistently and effectively. 


When selecting an appropriate resource for this population, it will be important to find 
alternatives that offers a variety of intervention resources to support students who are not making 
progress, or are below grade level.  Additionally, a focus on basic skill development is a must, as 
many of our students are lacking in their area. 


Professional development is important not just for purposes of using these resources, but on-
going development of effective and meaningful implementation as well. 


The Phoenix campus has already undergone this process for Mathematics, but will need to 
research and locate an appropriate resource for Reading instruction.  The Tempe campus will 
begin this task during the 2012-2013 school year. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IC (M) ID (R):  Continue to implement all RtI tiered levels of intervention and support. 
(Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IC (R):  Purchase and continue to implementation of Imagine Learning, an 
individualized reading program for ELL and SPED students.  (Reading)  


Strategy IF (M) IG (R): Intervention periods three times a week. (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Strategy IIIC: IEP/RtI team meetings to monitor student placement and academic progress.  
(Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IVE: Professional development on the implementation of RtI.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


RtI, Response to Intervention, is a mandated approach to assisting students to be academically 
and behaviorally successful.  By utilizing data on a continuous basis to identify students who are 
struggling, additional support and assistance can and will be provided to ensure student success. 


The use of interventionists at each location will help formalize this process and coach teachers in 
using appropriate techniques and methods to modify and accommodate instruction for struggling 
students.  Data is a vital component of this process and therefore use of this model will provide 
clear documentation of student performance.  This data driven approach will also help in 
identifying students who require specialized instruction through special education services. 
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Included in this is the creation of an intervention program three days a week focusing on both 
reading and mathematics skills and content.  By identifying students who are not performing, 
teachers working with students in small focused groups, can directly address deficiencies and 
gaps in learning.  For purposes of intervention periods, students will be grouped according to 
skill deficiencies rather than current grade levels. 


Professional development for all staff members is necessary to train and support teachers in not 
only making these modifications and accommodations, but formalizing the process and 
procedures outlined in the RtI model. 


The use of a modified program for SPED and ELL students will help increase student 
performance in reading. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy ID (M) IE (R):   Establish uninterrupted blocks of instructional time. (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Strategy IVM: Provide instructional coaching in K-2 effective instruction.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Uninterrupted blocks of instructional time for reading and mathematics are vital to the success of 
students.  Additionally, it creates a culture of importance and value on instruction throughout the 
school and among teachers and students.    This time will be established by grade level or grade 
level groups and built into the master schedule at each school so all staff are aware and adhere to 
these periods of uninterrupted instruction. 


Once established, these blocks of instruction will assist coaches/consultants in working with staff 
on defined needs with regard to instructional delivery, data collection and modeling.  The use of 
the consultants will only be for the 2012-2013 school year, as the support will be embedded in 
the school culture and throughout the teaching staff.  The academic interventionists at each 
school will be responsible for coming to support staff during the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 
school years. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IE (M) IF (R): Establish site based professional learning communities. (Reading 
and Mathematics) 


Strategy IIE: Common planning periods to facilitate PLC meetings. (Reading and 
Mathematics) 
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Strategy IVF: Professional development on site based PLC implementation.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Professional learning communities provide teachers with the means to establish essential 
learning outcomes by grade level, common formative assessments to measure student progress, 
the ability to intervene when students are not achieving and the opportunity to work 
collaboratively with peers.  PLC's break down the notation that "my classroom is my kingdom 
and in it, I rule". 


Common planning periods are a vital part to enabling teachers this time to collaborate.  By 
adding additional special area positions, we allow teachers to have common prep time.  This time 
will be utilized to accomplish the tasks outlined above.  In addition, it will give underprivileged 
students exposure to art and music, which they may otherwise not have opportunities to 
participate in. 


During the 2011-2012 school year, the organization had all site administrators attend a PLC 
conference to ensure common understanding of what PLC's were and how to implement them at 
their respective sites.  Continued training and resources are needed to continue this process. 


Strategy IIA: Sequoia Schools Teacher Evaluation System.  (Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IIB: Peer review and self-evaluation by each teacher using the Sequoia Supervision 
and Evaluation for Teaching Effectiveness.  (Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IIC: Structured Teacher Lesson Plans.  (Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IVI: Training on Differentiated Instruction.  (Reading and Mathematics) 


Strategy IVL: Training on explicit and research-based vocabulary strategies to enhance student 
achievement.  (Reading and Mathematics) 


In 2009-2010, the organization formalized a teacher evaluation rubric.  This common 
observation/evaluation system has helped to identify teacher strengths, professional development 
needs and overall school effectiveness.  Continued use of this system will strengthen teacher 
performance and student achievement. 


In reviewing the evaluation data, it is clear that we have some "shining stars"  in our 
organization.  One proven and effective method of coaching is to have teachers participate in 
peer review/observations.  This will help struggling teachers refine their process and add an 
additional layer of support for them as they continue to refine their craft.   


Self-evaluations of formal observations were implemented a few sites this year.  The ability to 
accurately self-reflect on one's performance is a key to continuous improvement.  The site 
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administrator and teacher then collaborate on the final evaluation.  This reflection is key to 
teacher and administrator being able to work together to increase proficiency. 


Effective planning and preparation on vital.  In establishing a structured teacher lesson plan 
format that can be utilized on a daily basis, teachers ensure that content is covered and processes 
are embedded to monitor student achievement.  This also allows the administrator to be able to 
quickly visually see where the teacher is and how instruction is tied to lesson plans and the state 
standards.  The following components are required in each teacher's daily lesson plans for all 
content area instruction:  Objective, Type of Lesson, Activity, Vocabulary, Differentiation, 
Assessment, Student Performance Outcomes. 


Teacher evaluation data has evidenced two distinct professional development needs throughout 
the organization, and specifically these two schools:  Differentiated Instruction and Vocabulary 
instruction.  During one of our professional development days this year, we introduced 
Marzaon's "Building Academic Vocabulary".  This research-based approach to vocabulary 
instruction will greatly enhance instruction and student performance.  Additionally, 
understanding our student population, it is even more imperative that a focus approach to 
vocabulary instruction be employed in our classrooms.  Additional professional development and 
administrator follow up will ensure that all classrooms are utilizing this process in the upcoming 
school years.  A disaggregation of DORA data is already demonstrating an improvement in word 
recognition. 


Finally, understanding we have a range of student abilities in each classroom dictates the needs 
to provide differentiated instruction in the classrooms.  Based on classroom observations and 
evaluation data, it is evident that teachers need additional support in structuring lessons with 
differentiated plans for students.  Training will take place and continued to be developed 
throughout the course of the next year.  It is the expectation that for reading and mathematics 
instruction a whole group lesson will be presented and then based on student performance, 
students will be grouped according to need and instruction tailored to these needs.  This will 
ensure instruction is meaningful and relevant and ultimately increase student performance. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IIIA: Diagnostic On-Line Mathematics and Reading Assessments - DOMA/DORA.  
(Reading and Mathematics) 


Statement and Data Tables by our Data Analyst on AIMS: 


The AIMS is designed to measure a student's success with their specific grade level standards. 
However, if a student is academically growing but not yet at grade-level there comes into 
question whether their scores are a valid measure of their performance and growth? And further, 
if a school is comprised almost entirely of students in the lower tail (More than 1 Standard 
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Deviation or more from the Mean of the normal distribution), is comparing them to normally 
distributed schools an accurate form of assessment? 


CFAP and CFAT serve students that are often members of multiple "of interest" demographic 
groups: Low SES, Migrant, ELL, Black, Hispanic, etc. Combine that with being homeless and 
how this unaccounted for characteristic contributes to erratic yearly attendance and intermittent 
lifelong attendance. We find that most of our students are not at grade level, not because of 
instruction but because of the compounded nature of these life-situation factors.  


Below are data tables that compare CFAP and CFAT to the AIMS technical manual 
demographics and corresponding means and standard deviations. It also notes what percentage of 
each schools population falls within each of the portions of the normal distribution.  


We further note the actual growth happening at CFAP and CFAT that parallels the growth we 
see across our district LEA's .  While growth is similar the average starting spot at CFAP and 
CFAT is drastically lower. We looked at growth only for those students who began and ended 
the year with our schools.  


We then correlated our growth measures with the AIMS Student Growth Percentile for Full 
Academic Year Students (SGP_FAY) and have included these results: FAST Math and DORA 
Correlation Comparison to SGP_FAY.xls.  


The MATH correlations show some relationship on every level of the "normal" all school group 
but sporadic relationships for CFAP and CFAT. This is most likely due to the fact that our FAST 
Math assessment process, like AIMS, is very criterion/standards based in nature. The READ data 
is interesting because the DORA test is a diagnostic placement or leveling normed assessment 
that finds a student's grade equivalency or attainment level at each administration. There are no 
consistent correlations found for this data with either population. 


Is this diagnostic process, a missing factor in current AIMS evaluation, a tool that would be 
significant in the evaluation of students in the tails. Where did a student start at the beginning of 
the year and to what point have they advanced? Has there been a year's worth of growth attained 
by the student? Is test anxiety or guessing a larger issue when these students are confronted with 
test items based on standards that are more advanced that their attainment level? How do schools 
that have exclusive populations of the lower tail students, by design, ever hope to achieve the 
standards based upon the norms? 


FAST Math GROWTH CORRELATION to MATH AIMS SGP_FAY 


        Students took Both Bench 1 & 4 within the 2010/2011 Year & had an AIMS SGP_FAY 
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All Edkey and Choice Ed and 


Development CHARTERS w/o CFA's   CFA's only 


  


 


Pearson Sample Size 


Confidence 


Interval          


(2-tailed)   


 


Pearson Sample Size 


Confidence 


Interval                  


(2-tailed) 


Grade 3 .255* n=129 0.010 Grade 3 .422** n=46 0.003 


Grade 4 .359** n=133 0.000 Grade 4 .438* n=24 0.032 


Grade 5 .231** n=147 0.005 Grade 5 -0.006 n=34 0.972 


Grade 6 .258** n=177 0.001 Grade 6 .568** n=27 0.002 


Grade 7 .288** n=180 0.000 Grade 7 0.229 n=29 0.231 


Grade 8 .278** n=178 0.000 Grade 8 0.014 n=9 0.971 


 


DORA GROWTH CORRELATION to READ AIMS SGP_FAY 


        Students took Both Bench 1 &  4 within the 2010/2011 Year & had an AIMS SGP_FAY 


  


All Edkey and Choice Ed and 


Development CHARTERS w/o CFA's   CFA's only 


  


 


Pearson 


Sample 


Size 


Confidence 


Interval          


(2-tailed)   


 


Pearson Sample Size 


Confidence 


Interval          


(2-tailed) 


Grade 3 .191* n=111 0.045 Grade 3 -0.31 n=37 0.062 


Grade 4 .324** n=112 0 Grade 4 .494* n=25 0.012 


Grade 5 0.147 n=110 0.126 Grade 5 -0.086 n=27 0.67 


Grade 6 0.112 n=121 0.221 Grade 6 0.204 n=25 0.328 


Grade 7 0.187* n=157 0.019 Grade 7 -0.153 n=22 0.496 


Grade 8 -0.039 n=113 -0.039 Grade 8   No Valid Cases   


 


Based on this information, we believe using the DORA and DOMA assessments will better 
illustrate student growth for our unique populations at both Phoenix and Tempe campuses. 


Strategy IIIB: Power School documentation of student progress and data.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Strategy IIID: Mailing benchmark data, grades and AIMS to parents.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Strategy IVG: Training staff on how to involve parents and inform them of instructional 
progress.  (Reading and Mathematics) 
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Power School provides a venue for teachers and parents to communicate about student progress.  
It also provides a consistent system for maintaining documentation both academic and 
behavioral.  Unfortunately, despite the fact that we offer computer access to families, many do 
not have the ability to utilize this system as they do not have computers in their homes.  By 
working to ensure information is up to date, more frequent reports can be generated and sent 
home.  This will help empower parents to become actively involved in their child's education. 


The staff will need assistance in finding the appropriate ways to collaborate with parents.  This 
on-going training and support will be provided by site administration.  Parent nights will always 
have an academic focus to them to help parents understand their role in the school environment. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IIIE: Teacher and Student Data Folder, Classroom Data Displays.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Strategy IIIF: School Wide Data Meetings; Bi-monthly with Site Administrator.  (Reading and 
Mathematics 


Strategy IVJ: Training of all staff on the use of academic data.  (Reading and Mathematics) 


Data drives instruction.  That is a very common phrase in education, but it is a concept that needs 
to be developed, modeled and continuously reinforced in order to be put effectively into action.  
Staff at both sites, need to be shown how data is used to modify instruction on their curriculum 
maps and in their daily lesson plans.  Once this common understanding is established, site 
administrators will begin highlighting the concepts of students keeping and maintaining data 
folders on their progress.  Teachers will be required to show daily how data is utilized in 
planning of instruction based on a model outlined below: 


High 


 Medium 


Low 


 


Teachers will document in their lesson plans (for purposes of differentiation) which students fall 
into these categories for each lesson.  Data will be the foundation that provides this guidance to 
the teachers.    In addition, teachers will post class data in their rooms and monitor progress with 
their class on all benchmark assessments.   


Site administration will hold data meetings twice a month to discuss not only the data, but 
instructional plans related to the data as well.  These meetings will allow site administrators to 
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gain confidence in the teaching staff that change and progress are being made.  It will also help 
to establish a culture of high expectations throughout the school. 


The organization is committed to supporting these schools understand the relevance and impact 
data has on their performance, and helping them to increase student achievement.  The data in 
the previous section demands that this happen if change is going to be evident. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


 


Strategy IVA: All staff will develop professional development plans.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


Teachers and staff are learners as well.  We never reach the pinnacle of our learning.  Therefore, 
all teachers and staff will be asked to put together a professional development plan for continued 
development.  These plans will outline the following areas: 


• Mission Statement - A statement of the teacher's educational ideas and philosophies 
• Professional Goals: 


o Student achievement, Curriculum, Parental Communication, Discipline 
o Self-Actualization - a professional goal related to something the teacher wants to 


accomplish within the upcoming school year. 
• Learning Opportunities - teachers will reflect on what professional development and 


support is needed to accomplish their goals in each area. 
 


These will be developed at the start of the school year.  Administrators will review these and 
work to support teachers in reaching their defined goals.  These goals will also be a contributing 
factor to teacher's 301 incentive pay for the 2012-2013 school year. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IVH: Training and development on effectively educating ELL students.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


With larger populations of ELL students, focused and direct training for all staff is necessary to 
ensure effective instruction and compliance.  Instructional strategies that are research-based are 
evidenced to increase student achievement.  These strategies though, are at the core, just 
effective instructional strategies.  Training and support will help all students, including those 
who second language is English. 


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Strategy IVK: Training on technology integration to support student achievement.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


In today's society we would be remiss if we did not utilize technology in our classrooms.  
Currently the Tempe campus has interactive whiteboards in almost all their classrooms.  At the 
Phoenix location, we are working to bring more interactive whiteboards into the school through 
grants and donations.  There are currently 3 at this site.   


The use of technology in instruction provides another modality that can help students access 
learning.  The inclusion of technology will enhance student achievement but we must train 
teachers to use these tools with as much commitment and dedication as teacher use textbooks.   


------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


Strategy IVN: Administrator training to enhance instructional leadership.  (Reading and 
Mathematics) 


The site administrator must be an instructional leader.  As both administrators are new to 
administration the supervising assistant superintendents are responsible for coaching and 
mentoring these new principals.  Monthly meetings will be held to train administrators and on-
going guidance will be provided.  Additional trainings and book studies will be implemented to 
enhance the effectiveness of these administrators so they can help their staff's focus on high 
expectations and increased student achievement. 
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Detailed Business Plan Section Checklist 
 


 


Charter Holder:  Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch School (Entity ID 81052) 


 


Each Detailed Business Plan will be reviewed to determine if all of the required elements have been addressed:  


       


           Yes – Required element addressed. 


No – Required element not addressed.  


Not Applicable – Required element not applicable to the charter holder. 


 


Arizona State Board for Charter Schools (Board) staff w ill complete the Detailed Business Plan Section Checklist. The Checklist w ill be used by 


the Board in its consideration of the charter holder’s request for charter renewal. “ No”  answers may adversely affect the Board’s decision 


regarding a charter holder’s request for charter renewal. 


 


II b.1. CHARTER HOLDER’S ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIP 


Required Elements Yes No N/A COMMENTS 


o Evidence of the appropriate filings with either the Board, Arizona 


Corporation Commission or both submitted. 


 


  X  


II b.2. CHARTER HOLDER’S FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 


PART A – RENEWAL BUDGET PLAN 


Required Elements Yes No N/A COMMENTS 


o Completed Renewal Budget Plan submitted. 


 


X   The Renewal Budget Plan was completed for 


the charter schools operated under this 


charter contract. The charter holder has three 


charter contracts with the Board. 


o 4 years of financial information provided as required by the 


Renewal Instructions w ith fiscal years clearly identified. 


 


 X  The Renewal Budget Plan includes four years 


of financial information. However, instead of 


including actual information for fiscal year 


2011 and projecting the next three fiscal 


years, the Renewal Budget Plan uses fiscal 


year 2012 as the “ actual”  year and includes 


financial information for the next three fiscal 


years. 
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o Renewal Budget Plan includes average daily membership (ADM) 


used in each fiscal year and the basis for projected ADM. 


 


X   The Renewal Budget Plan includes the 


projected ADM for each fiscal year. 


 


According to Arizona Department of 


Education reports, as of June 11, 2012, the 


charter holder’s fiscal year 2012 ADM is 


1,252.309, which is approximately 68 ADM 


lower than the number included in the 


Renewal Budget Plan for fiscal year 2012. For 


fiscal year 2013, the schools have built their 


projections based on ADM growth of more 


than 21% (using actual fiscal year 2012 


information obtained from ADE’s website). 


The Renewal Budget Plan attributes the ADM 


growth in fiscal year 2013 to an additional 200 


students at the Sequoia Pathways site, which 


will result in the site being completely utilized. 


Additionally, the Renewal Budget Plan 


indicates that the growth is based on growth 


in students in the prior two years. Based on 


information obtained through ADE’s website, 


the schools experienced ADM growth of 


approximately 11% and 15%, respectively, 


from fiscal year 2010 to fiscal year 2011 and 


from fiscal year 2011 to fiscal year 2012. 


For fiscal year 2012, the Renewal Budget Plan 


includes $16,000 in the advertising/marketing 


line item. This line item increases to $18,790 


for fiscal year 2013. 


 


The schools’ current enrollment cap is 1,500. 


For more information about the charter 


holder’s ADM history, please see the 


“ Profile”  section of the Renewal Executive 


Summary. 
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o Assumptions provided for key components of the Renewal Budget 


Plan, including the basis for all projected revenue line items used. 


 


 X  With the exception of the Contributions and 


Donations line item, the schools explain the 


revenue increases for fiscal year 2013. The 


revenue increases included for fiscal years 


2014 and 2015 are not explained.  


o Increases or decreases of 10% or more in the “ total expenses”  


line item from year to year in the Renewal Budget Plan are 


explained in the “ Assumptions/Notes”  section. 


 


X   Increases in expenses are attributed to the 


projected increase in students. 


o Each “ Other”  line item used is explained in the 


“ Assumptions/Notes”  section to specify what is included. 


 


 X  The Renewal Budget Plan does not include an 


explanation for the two “ Other”  line items 


used.  


o For those required to submit the Academic Performance Section of 


the renewal application, the charter holder’s previous two audits 


and the Renewal Budget Plan demonstrate the charter holder has 


the financial capacity to implement the “ budget”  as detailed in the 


Academic Performance Section. 


 


X   As identified by the charter, the first year of 


performance management plan (PMP) 


expenses for the two Children First Academy 


campuses is fiscal year 2013 ($146,050). 


 


Beginning w ith fiscal year 2013, the Renewal 


Budget Plan is based on the schools’ ADM 


increasing to 1,520. To the extent that the 


schools realize their revenue projections, the 


schools could generate sufficient equalization 


to be able to implement its PMP. However, 


this section received a “ yes”  due to the 


charter holder ending fiscal year 2011 with 


approximately $1 million in unrestricted cash 


and cash equivalents.  


o Renewal Budget Plan is mathematically correct. 


 


X   Taking into account rounding issues, the 


Renewal Budget Plan is mathematically 


correct. 


II b.2. CHARTER HOLDER’S FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 


PART B – FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY NARRATIVE 


Required Elements Yes No N/A COMMENTS 
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o For those required to complete the renewal application’s “ Charter 


Holder’s Financial Sustainability”  section because at least one of 


the two previous audits identified a going concern or identified 


negative net assets or negative members’/stockholders’ equity at 


year end, a narrative is provided. 


 


  X  


o Narrative does not exceed one page in length. 


 


  X  


o Narrative explains the charter holder’s current financial situation. 


 


  X  


o Narrative includes the specific steps the charter holder has already 


taken to improve its financial situation and ensure the continued 


financial sustainability of the charter school(s). 


 


  X  


o Evidence provided that supports each of the steps already taken by 


the charter holder to improve its financial situation and ensure the 


continued financial sustainability of the charter school(s). 


 


  X  


 


TOTAL (Sections II b.1, II b.2 Part A, and II b.2 Part B) 


 


 


5 


 


3 


 


6 


 


 


 


Check one (required): 


 


 MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS          (All applicable “ Required Elements”  received a “ Yes” .) 


    


 DOES NOT MEET THE REQUIREMENTS         (One or more applicable “ Required Elements”  received a “ No” .) 
 


 


Board Staff Review Date:  June 20, 2012 








 


ASBCS  July 9, 2012 
 


Comparison Schools 
 
Selection of schools: Schools were selected based on grade levels served, proximity, and availability 
of data.  
 


 Grade levels served – schools serving grades in common with the selected school site were 
included.  
Example: If the selected school serves grades K-8, a  K-3  and a 5-12 school would be listed. In 
the case of a K-12 school as the selected site, both elementary (K-8) schools and high schools 
(9-12) are included. 


 
 Proximity – charter and district schools located within a two mile radius were included. If fewer 


than four school sites were located within a two mile radius, the distance was increased until at 
least four schools were located or a radius of 15 miles was reached. If the selected site is not an 
alternative school, alternative schools may be included in the list but do not count toward the 
four school minimum to be listed. If fewer than four schools were located within a 15 mile radius, 
the list consists only of schools within that 15 mile radius. 


 
 Availability of data – Additional information regarding specific data elements is included below. 


Schools that did not have current academic data for proficiency and growth, but met the criteria 
of inclusion based on grade levels served and proximity, were not included in the list. 


 
Number of Students: Enrollment information is based on the October 1, 2010 student count reported 
to the Arizona Department of Education. 
 
Free/Reduced Lunch Eligible: Student eligibility percentages are provided by the school’s enrollment 
information. Data is from the 2010-2011 school year. 
 
Grades Served: Grade levels served are based on 2010-11 school year data as reported to the 
Arizona Department of Education. 
 
AZ LEARNS Label: Legacy and letter grade labels are based on the Arizona Department of 
Education’s Accountability System for the 2010-11 school year. 
 
Math and Reading Proficiency on AIMS: Proficiency is determined by the percentage of students 
earning a score of “Meets” or “Exceeds” on the math or reading portion of Arizona’s Instrument to 
Measure Standards (AIMS) tests in 2011 as reported by the Arizona Department of Education. 
 
Math and Reading Median Growth Percentile: The median growth percentile is the median percentile 
of all students in the school with AIMS and Stanford 10 test data, and shows if a school has high, 
typical or low student growth. Growth percentiles are calculated for all third- through tenth-grade 
students who took the AIMS test and second and ninth-grade students who took the Stanford 10 test. 
This model looks at the student’s progress over a number of years compared to their academic peers. 
Growth Percentile scores are calculated by the Association and are based on 2010-11 AIMS and 
Stanford 10 test scores. 







School Comparison - Children First Academy - Phoenix


School Name


Children First 


Academy - 


Phoenix


Kenilworth 


Elementary 


School


Capitol 


Elementary 


School


Paul Dunbar 


Lawrence 


School


Arizona 


School for the 


Arts


ASU 


Preparatory 


Academy 


PESD High 


School


Arizona 


Academy of 


Science and 


Technolog


Lowell School


Address
374 N. 6th Ave. 


Phoenix


1210 N 5th Ave 


Phoenix


330 N. 16th Ave 


Phoenix


707 W. Grant 


Phoenix


1410 N 3rd St 


Phoenix


735 E. Fillmore 


St. Phoenix


1875 N. Central 


Ave. Phoenix


1121 S. 3rd Ave. 


Phoenix


School Type Charter District District District Charter Charter Charter District


Distance from 


Charter Holder
N/A .56 mi .76 mi .93 mi 1 mi 1 mi 1.14 mi 1.28 mi


Number of Students 312 633 576 338 746 819 125 N/A


Free/Reduced Lunch 


Eligible
93% 81% 88% 77% 0% 65% 68% 83%


Grades Served K-8 K-8 K-7 K-7 5-12 K-8 K-8 K-8


AZ Learns Label Performing Performing Plus Performing Plus Performing Excelling Performing Plus Underperforming Performing Plus


AZ Learns A-F D C C D A D N/A D


Math Proficiency 17.7 49.2 48.8 33.6 87.9 39.4 12.7 36.7


Math Median Growth 


Percentile
35.0 Typical 49.0 Typical 55.5 Typical 43.0 Typical 37.0 Typical 38.0 Typical 15.0 Low 44.0 Typical


Reading Proficiency 41.1 74.7 67.4 51.3 97.9 60.1 54.5 66.1


Reading Median 


Growth Percentile
42.0 Typical 53.0 Typical 51.5 Typical 47.0 Typical 53.0 Typical 45.0 Typical 22.0 Low 45.0 Typical


July 9, 2012







School Comparison - Children First Academy - Tempe


School Name


Children First 


Academy - 


Tempe


Flora Thew 


Elementary 


School


Connolly 


Middle School


Curry 


Elementary 


School


New School 


for the Arts 


Middle School


Meyer 


Elementary 


School


Humanities 


and Sciences 


Academy 


Arizona


Roosevelt 


Elementary 


School


Address
1938 E. Apache 


Blvd. Tempe


2130 E. Howe 


Ave. Tempe


2002 E. 


Concorda Dr. 


Tempe


1974 E. Meadow 


Dr. Tempe


1216 E. Apache 


Blvd Tempe


2615 S. Dorsey 


Ln. Tempe


1105 E. 


Broadway Rd. 


Tempe


828 S. Valencia 


Mesa


School Type Charter District District District Charter District Charter District


Distance from 


Charter Holder
N/A .41 mi .88 mi .92 mi 1 mi 1.23 mi 1.31 mi 1.67 mi


Number of Students 207 577 802 405 74 368 4 441


Free/Reduced Lunch 


Eligible
100% 91% 70% 81% 0% 66% 0% 87%


Grades Served K-8 K-6 6-8 K-5 6-8 K-5 K-12 K-6


AZ Learns Label Performing Plus Performing Plus Performing Plus Performing Plus Performing Performing Plus Performing Performing Plus


AZ Learns A-F C C C C D C N/A C


Math Proficiency 27.7 57.7 52.4 54.5 52.3 50.3 57.1 50.5


Math Median Growth 


Percentile
49.0 Typical 44.5 Typical 47.0 Typical 44.0 Typical 28.0 Low 39.5 Typical 87.0 High 48.5 Typical


Reading Proficiency 55.3 71.2 74.6 70.8 78.5 71.9 71.4 74.2


Reading Median 


Growth Percentile
49.0 Typical 45.5 Typical 48.0 Typical 43.0 Typical 32.0 Low 47.5 Typical 28.0 Low 48.0 Typical


July 9, 2012







School Comparison - Children First Academy - Tempe


School Name


Children First 


Academy - 


Tempe


Imagine 


Elementary at 


Tempe


Webster 


Elementary 


School


Tempe 


Preparatory 


Junior 


Academy


Tempe 


Preparatory 


Academy


Broadmor 


Elementary 


School


Mckemy 


Middle School


Address
1938 E. Apache 


Blvd. Tempe


1538 E. Southern 


Ave. Tempe


202 N. Sycamore 


Mesa


1251 E. Southern 


Ave. Tempe


1251 E. Southern 


Ave. Tempe


311 Aepli Dr. 


Tempe


2250 S. College 


Ave. Tempe


School Type Charter Charter District Charter Charter District District


Distance from 


Charter Holder
N/A 1.72 mi 1.81 mi 1.88 mi 1.88 mi 1.92 mi 2.07 mi


Number of Students 207 314 733 110 306 549 781


Free/Reduced Lunch 


Eligible
100% 79% 88% 0% 0% 37% 59%


Grades Served K-8 K-8 K-6 5-8 7-12 K-5 6-8


AZ Learns Label Performing Plus Performing Performing Plus Excelling Excelling Excelling Performing Plus


AZ Learns A-F C D C B A A C


Math Proficiency 27.7 41.3 51.2 84.6 91.4 79.7 53.2


Math Median Growth 


Percentile
49.0 Typical 33.0 Low 55.0 Typical 35.0 Typical 62.0 Typical 66.0 Typical 45.0 Typical


Reading Proficiency 55.3 64.3 72.3 96.3 97.1 91.3 75.5


Reading Median 


Growth Percentile
49.0 Typical 46.0 Typical 51.0 Typical 50.0 Typical 51.5 Typical 64.0 Typical 52.0 Typical


July 9, 2012







School Comparison - Sequoia Pathway Academy


School Name


Sequoia 


Pathway 


Academy


Leading Edge 


Maricopa


Legacy 


Traditional 


School-


Maricopa


Butterfield 


Elementary 


School - 


Maricopa


Santa Rosa 


Elementary 


School


Maricopa 


Elementary


Maricopa High 


School


Address
19287 N. Porter 


Rd. Maricopa


19302 N. Porter 


Rd Maricopa


17760 Regent Dr. 


Maricopa


43800 W. 


Honeycutt Rd. 


Maricopa


21400 N. Santa 


Rosa Dr. 


Maricopa


45012 W. 


Honeycutt Ave. 


Maricopa


45012 W. 


Honeycutt Ave. 


Maricopa


School Type Charter Charter Charter District District District District 


Distance from 


Charter Holder
N/A .42 mi .84 mi 1.46 mi 1.56 mi 2.33 mi 2.33 mi


Number of Students 785 232 1059 632 460 688 1579


Free/Reduced Lunch 


Eligible
40% 46% 0% 53% 52% 68% 51%


Grades Served K-12 K-8 K-10 K-5 K-5 K-5 6-12


AZ Learns Label Performing Plus Excelling
Highly 


Performing
Performing Plus Performing Plus Performing Plus Performing


AZ Learns A-F B N/A B B B B C


Math Proficiency 62.5 80 72.3 61.6 75.7 61.9 49.7


Math Median Growth 


Percentile
41.0 Typical 69.5 High 54.0 Typical 46.0 Typical 57.0 Typical 57.5 Typical 44.5 Typical


Reading Proficiency 84.4 94.3 85.9 77.6 80.5 73.6 76


Reading Median 


Growth Percentile
48.0 Typical 65.5 Typical 53.0 Typical 53.0 Typical 55.0 Typical 58.5 Typical 50.0 Typical


July 9, 2012







School Comparison - Sequoia Pathway Academy


School Name


Sequoia 


Pathway 


Academy


Maricopa 


Wells Middle 


School


Santa Cruz 


Elementary


Desert Wind 


Middle School


Address
19287 N. Porter 


Rd. Maricopa


45012 W. 


Honeycutt Ave. 


Maricopa


45012 W. 


Honeycutt Ave. 


Maricopa


35565 W. 


Honeycutt Rd. 


Maricopa


School Type Charter District District District 


Distance from 


Charter Holder
N/A 2.33 mi 2.33 mi 3.65 mi


Number of Students 785 637 485 650


Free/Reduced Lunch 


Eligible
40% 64% 55% 50%


Grades Served K-12 6-8 K-5 6-8


AZ Learns Label Performing Plus Performing Performing Plus Performing


AZ Learns A-F B C B C


Math Proficiency 62.5 40.2 66.9 54.4


Math Median Growth 


Percentile
41.0 Typical 49.0 Typical 56.0 Typical 50.0 Typical


Reading Proficiency 84.4 67.1 78.7 76.6


Reading Median 


Growth Percentile
48.0 Typical 48.0 Typical 49.0 Typical 47.0 Typical


July 9, 2012
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Performance Management Plan (PMP) 


Evaluation Instrument-Math 


Edkey, Inc.- Sequoia Ranch School (Sequoia Pathway Academy) 


 


Scoring Criteria and Comments 


 
 


    


Each Performance Management Plan will be evaluated based on the inclusion of the required elements within each section.  The 


evaluator w ill make the following determination: 


       


           FULL DESCRIPTION   – The plan sufficiently addresses all of the required elements. 


PARTIAL DESCRIPTION   – The plan partially addresses the required elements.  


VERY LIMITED DESCRIPTION – The plan does not address each of the required elements.   


 


 


 


I. PLAN NARRATIVE 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: 


 


F


D 


P


D 


V


L


D 


Comments 


 


 


A detailed description of 


all efforts conducted by 


the school in the past five 


years that demonstrates 


a concerted effort and 


capacity to improve pupil 


achievement. 


 


o the school's efforts for the previous five years to provide 


and implement a [mathematics or reading] curriculum that 


improves student achievement.  (Ex:  Curriculum alignment, 


curriculum maps, pacing guides, instructional material 


adoptions, committee work, data review teams) 


 x 


 


 


 


 


 The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken will result in 


improved pupil achievement. 


 


 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the 


Arizona Academic Standards into [mathematics or reading] 


instruction.  (Ex:  Lesson plan review, formal teacher 


evaluations, informal classroom observations, checklists, 


data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken have resulted 


in a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona 


Academic Standards.   


 


 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting 


student proficiency in [mathematics or reading].  (Ex:  


Formative and summative assessments, 


common/benchmark assessments, articulated assessment 


plan, data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken have resulted 


in a plan for monitoring and documenting student 


proficiency. 
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o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a professional development plan that 


supports effective implementation of a [mathematics or 


reading] curriculum.  (Ex:  Articulated plan, literacy or math 


coach support, external consultant training, data review 


teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken have resulted 


in a professional development plan.   


 


A detailed description of 


the process used for 


conducting an analysis of 


relevant pupil 


achievement data. 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to analyze 


relevant pupil achievement data.  (Ex:  data walls, data 


training, data review teams) 


 x  Although only for the past three years, the school 


demonstrates some data analysis efforts. 


o a detailed description of the types of data collected and the 


process used in conducting the analysis of the relevant 


data.   


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detailed efforts to collect and analyze relevant 


data. 


o justification of how data selected for the analysis is relevant 


to improving pupil achievement.   


x    


The findings from the 


data analysis. 


 


o the school’s detailed interpretation of the findings from the 


data analysis of the school’s relevant data for the previous 


five years, including patterns and trends, as well as 


strengths and weaknesses. 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail regarding identified patterns and trends. 


 


o a representation of the findings using charts and graphs that 


are understandable to the reviewer and clearly depict the 


results. 


x   . 


A detailed description of 


how the plan that is 


presented is directly 


linked to the findings 


from the data analysis. 


o a description of the logic used to develop the PMP that 


demonstrates the connection between the findings from 


the analysis of the relevant data and the plan. (Ex:  What we 


learned - What we are going to do w ith what we learned) 


 x  The description provided lacks detail regarding the 


connection between the findings and the 


development of the action steps in the plan.   


 


II. PLAN TEMPLATE 
   Strategy I:  Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data. 


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.     
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o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     


   Strategy II:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.     


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x   .   


   Strategy III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x    The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     


   Strategy IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 
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Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x    The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     
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RENEWAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN  
Children First Academy - Phoenix/Tempe 


 
 


INDICATOR:
1 


  ________   Math          X          Reading           DURATION OF THE PLAN
2
:  Begins February 2012  to  May 2015 


 
MEASURE* METRIC* CURRENT 


STATUS* 
End Target For This Plan*


3 


State standardized 
assessment 


Percent (%) of students who score proficient 
on the State standardized assessment and 


Student growth percentile (SGP) 
 


(Board staff will 
enter info here) 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress toward the level of adequate 
academic performance as set and modified periodically by the Board. 


 


 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  
 Action Steps 


4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IA. Review and revise current language arts 
curriculum maps to reflect integration of 


the common core standards. 
 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


 
K-1   


2011-2012 
 


Grades 2 – 8   
2012 - 2013 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 


� District-wide unwrapping meetings - 
sign in sheets 
� Completed aligned ELA Curriculum 


Maps aligned to Common Core for each 
classroom/grade level/subject 
� Site PLC Meeting participation – sign 


in sheets and agendas. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� More awareness of standards and their 


implications. 
� More consistency between and within 


grade levels. 
� Common professional language used by 


staff. 
� More referencing to cross-walks and 


other helpful curriculum mapping tools. 


� $1,000 
Classroom 
coverage 
1 year only 


Phoenix/Tempe 
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IB. Purchase a necessary curriculum that 
meets the needs of students and aligned 


to Common Core standards 
 
 


July 2012 
Implement:  Phoenix 


 
July 2012 - May 2013 
Research and Select 


Tempe 
 


July 2013 
Implement:  Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent  
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Site Administrators 


� Conduct a cross walk to ensure 
resources have close alignment to ELA 
Common Core standards.   
� Ensure that supplemental materials are 


present to address deficiencies in 
curriculum resource materials. 
� Implement aligned program for ELA 


during the 2012-2013 school year. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Common curricular materials to 


establish consistency in instruction in 
and between grade levels. 
� Increased effectiveness in instruction 


based on flexible ability groupings for 
students. 


$20,000 
One time 
purchase 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IC. Purchase and continue implementation of 
individualized reading program:  


Imaging Learning for ELL students and 
SPED students 


August 2012 - May 2015 
Tempe 


 
February 2013 - May 2015 


Phoenix 


� Assistant Superintendent  
� All Instructional Staff: 


SPED/ELL 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Site Administrators 


� Printed reports on academic reading 
progress from Imagine Learning 
website 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased student achievement for ELL 


and SPED students to increase 
proficiency in reading. 


30 licenses 
$4,500 yearly 


Tempe 
 


45 licenses 
$6,750 yearly 


Phoenix 
 


$11,250 total 
 


ID. Continue to implement all RtI tiered 
levels of intervention/support 


This will include a academic interventionist 
who will assist teachers in appropriate 
interventions/instructional strategies. 


Fall 2012 and 
on-going 


Phoenix/Tempe 
 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Academic Interventionist: 


Reading - Phoenix 
� Instructional Specialist - 


Tempe 
 


� District and State Benchmarks:  DORA, 
DIBELS, 6 Trait Writing 
� Curriculum based assessments 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Outcomes should more relatable to 


instructional practices. 
� State Standardized Testing will reflect 


more effective teaching that is aligned 
to standards. 
� Interventions put in place to support 


student learning on an on-going basis. 
� Modeling of effective instructional 


practices by interventionist and 
increased use of strategies by grade 
level teachers. 


$18,000 
Per year 


for salary - 
Phoenix 


 
$7,200 salary 


from Bridges to 
Hope grant 


Tempe 
 


$25,200 total 
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IE. Establish uninterrupted blocks of 
instructional time to focus on ELA 


standards.   
This will outline a minimum of 90 minutes per 


day dedicated to ELA instruction. 
 
 


July 2012 – May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Classroom schedules  
� Classroom observations 
� Benchmark data and progress 


monitoring 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Student academic tracking 
� Increased performance on district 


benchmarks and curriculum based 
assessments.  
� Increase in state standardized testing 


results. 


Part of normal 
operating 
budget. 


 


IF. Site Based Professional Learning 
Communities Implementation (PLC's) 


July 2012-May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
 


� Site Master Calendar reflecting 
common planning periods for grade 
level teachers. 
� Creation of essential outcomes and 


common assessments. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased performance on district 


benchmarks and curriculum based 
assessments.  
� Common outcomes taught and 


evaluated for mastery at grade level. 
� Common assessments to guide 


instruction 
� Increase in state standardized testing 


results. 


$1,000  
For 


informational 
materials and 


manuals 
Phoenix/Tempe 


IG. Intervention Periods focusing on ELA 
standards 3 times per week. 


July 2012-May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Site Master Calendar reflecting 
intervention periods by grade level. 
� Student rosters for intervention based 


upon student needs. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Addressing student academic 


deficiencies to better ensure student 
achievement. 
� Flexible ability group to provide 


students an opportunity to increase 
achievement. 
� Focused instruction based on student 


identified needs using research based 
strategies. 


Current staff 
will be utilized 


to provide 
interventions.  
No additional 


funding is 
necessary. 
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STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 
 Action Steps 


4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IIA. Sequoia Schools Teacher Evaluation 
System 


 


Each semester 
July 2012 - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site administrators 


� See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness” Addendum 
Exhibits, Evaluation Segment  
� Teacher Evaluation requires evidence  


that teacher is proficient in the  
integration of State Standards into 
Instruction. 
 


Expected Outcomes 
� Increase in whole staff performance in 


the: Planning and Preparation; 
Instruction sections of the rubric. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIB. Peer review and self-evaluation by each 
teacher using the Sequoia Supervision 


and Evaluation for Teaching 
Effectiveness. 


Each semester 
July 2012 - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Quarterly schedule for peer 
observations both within the school and 
in other district schools. 
� Compilation of teacher self-evaluations 


through district online system. 
 


Expected Outcomes 
� Should observe teachers being more 


knowledgeable about what is expected. 
� Principal should notice more self- 


corrections. 
� Principal evaluations and teacher self-


evaluations will be more consistent with 
one another. 
� Should see evidence of more effective 


teaching. 
� Increased student achievement as 


evidenced by district benchmarks and 
state testing. 


$500 for travel 
to other district 


schools 
Phoenix/Tempe 
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IIC. Structured Teacher Lesson Plans July 2012 -May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Weekly collected lesson plans 
following a similar format/content 
requirements. 
 


Expected Outcomes 
� Commonality in the format and 


requirements for lesson plans 
� Reference to the state standards 


embedded in the format 
� Ability to provide students with the 


objective for learning prior to each 
lesson. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IID. Administrator review bi-monthly of 
curriculum maps during classroom visits 


to ensure effective use of map and 
implementation of standards. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Documentation included in teacher files 
related to classroom 
observation/documentation of use of 
curriculum maps and standards 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Complete assurance that curriculum 


maps are being utilized and aligned 
with standards. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIE. Common planning periods to facilitate 
PLC meetings 


 


Weekly from 
July 2012 - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Site Master Calendar reflecting 
common planning periods for grade 
level teachers. 
� Creation of essential outcomes and 


common assessments. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased performance on district 


benchmarks and curriculum based 
assessments.  
� Common outcomes taught and 


evaluated for mastery at grade level. 
� Common assessments to guide 


instruction 
� Increase in state standardized testing 


results. 


This will require 
an art and music 
position to be 


added.  Funding 
for this will be 


covered by each 
school's budget. 
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STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 
 Action Steps 


4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IIIA. Diagnostic On-line Reading Assessment 
(DORA)  


Quarterly student benchmark 
assessments 


Currently implemented 
 


Quarterly 
July 2012  - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Benchmark assessments and data 
reports - 4 times per year 
� Data folders for students to track and 


monitor progress along with their 
teachers 
 


Expected outcomes: 
� Increase in State Standardized Testing 


scores 
� Increased student academic 


performance related to state standards. 


$2,100  
yearly 


subscription 
Phoenix 


 
$1,400 
yearly 


subscription 
Tempe 


 
$3,500 total 


 
IIIB. Power School  


teacher/student/parent portals 
Making test scores, grades and AIMS 
visible to parents, students and staff 


Currently implemented 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Technology Department 
� Power School administrator 
� Site administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Tracked usage by teacher, student, 
parents 


 
Expected outcomes: 
� Increased home school connections 


related to student achievement and 
performance. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIIC. IEP/ RtI Team meetings to monitor 
student placement, academic progress. 


 


Yearly 
IEP goals monitored and 


reported quarterly 
 


RtI interventions and progress 
monitored bi-weekly/monthly 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site administrator 
� Special Education 


Instructor(s) 
� All Site instructors 
� RtI site coordinator 


� Data reports on student progress on IEP 
goals  
� Data reports on student progress related 


to RtI interventions. 
 


Expected outcomes: 
� Increase in State Standardized Testing 


scores 
� Increased student academic 


performance related to state standards. 
� Decrease number of sped students due 


to effective interventions implemented 
through RtI 
� Increase number of students exiting 


special education. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIID. Mail and e-mail benchmark data,  grades 
and AIMS scores to parents and students 


Quarterly 
2012 - 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Power School Administrator 
� District Data Analyst 
� Site Administrator 
� Site Office Staff 


� Quarterly mailings to parents and 
documented return rates as needed. 
 


Expected outcomes: 
� Increased home school connections 


related to student achievement and 
performance. 


$500 
For postage 


Phoenix/Tempe 
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IIIE. Teacher and Student Data Folders, 
Classroom Data Displays 


 


 July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site PLC Groups 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� District Data Analyst 


� Construction of teacher/student data 
folders to highlight student performance 
and areas of deficiencies. 
� Monthly teacher data meeting 


documentation with site administrator. 
 
Expected outcomes: 
� Increased home school connections 


related to student achievement and 
performance. 
� Better informed teaching staff and 


students with regard to student 
performance and areas of deficiency. 


Part of normal 
operating 
budget. 


 


IIIF. School Wide Data Meetings 
Bi-monthly with Site Administrator 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site PLC Groups 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� District Data Analyst 


� Documentation on student progress, RtI 
plans and instructional plans to support 
student achievement. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Interventions happen quickly for 


students who are struggling with 
academic progress 
� School wide understanding of current 


levels of performance and teacher 
performance. 


Part of normal 
operating 
budget. 


 


 
 
 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 


 Action Steps 
4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IVA. Develop professional development plans 
based upon a needs analysis for ALL 


staff, including bus drivers, nurse, 
interventionists, etc. 


Yearly 
2012 - 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 


� Each staff person should have an agreed 
upon professional development plan 
and a time table in which these needs 
will be addressed.  This plan will be 
reviewed at the start and end of each 
school year. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Reflective, goal oriented teaching staff 
� Focused professional development 


based on staff needs. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 
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IVB. Professional development focusing on 
how to align textbooks and other 


curricular materials to curriculum maps 


July 2012 - September 2012 
Phoenix 


 
July 2012 - May 2013 


Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 


� Curriculum maps will illustrate 
alignment to instructional resources and 
deficiencies in resources so as to ensure 
all standards are taught and covered. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Functional and purposeful curriculum 


map construction aligned with the 
standards 
� Proficient staff who are aware of the 


standards and ensure all content is 
covered. 


Part of normal 
operating budget. 


IVC. Professional Development on new 
curricular resources. 


 
Phonics program 
Reading Fluency 


Comprehensive Anthology 


July 2012 and on-going 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Curriculum Representative 


� Sign in documentation of attendance at 
all trainings. 
� Effective implementation of curriculum 


resources as evidenced by classroom 
observations by site administrator. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Consistency in instruction and use of 


curricular materials. 
� Increased student achievement as 


evidenced by district benchmarks and 
state testing. 


$2,000  
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVD. Implement on-going training program for 
staff on how to use curriculum maps on a 


day to day basis. 
 
 
 


March 2012 – May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Curriculum maps that illustrate all 
necessary components and have 
reflective comments to support 
instruction. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Should be able to observe the actual  


use of curriculum maps and where the 
teacher is in their planning by 
reviewing their weekly and daily lesson 
plans. 
� Expect to see notes on curriculum map 


regarding differentiation and How 
teacher confirms learning. 
� There should be evidence from the 


teacher  that there is an on-going effort 
to improve curriculum map. 


$500 
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 
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IVE. Implement Professional Development on 
the implementation of RtI 


 
 


July 2012 – May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


� RtI interventions schedule for each 
student, class and school wide. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Should note greater mastery of specific 


skills at a faster rate  


$1,000  
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 
 


IVF. Implementation of Site Based 
Professional Learning Communities 


(PLC’s) 
 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrators 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Site Master Calendar and training 
schedules 
� Establishment of essential outcomes 


and common formative assessments. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Should be able to observe that 


conversations in the PLC are carried 
over into the classroom. 
� Classroom activities between a grade 


and a grade should become more 
consistent and relatable. 


$1,000 
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVG. Training of ALL staff on how to involve 
and inform parents in the instructional 
programs and educational goals of the 


school. This should also include Title I, 
SPED , ELL, gifted. Making parents 


more aware of programs, opportunities 
the parent can be a part of. 


Should also include English classes for 
parents. 


 


Quarterly 
2012 - 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Parents 


� Documentation of trainings and related 
participants. 
� Increased parental involvement in 


schools - parent volunteer logs 
� Increased understanding as evidenced 


by teacher and parent surveys on topics 
outlined. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Should note more specific 


communication with parents regarding 
their role and responsibilities in 
teaching their children as they related to 
the educational goals of the schools. 
� Should note more parental involvement. 


No additional 
expenses - 


supported by 
Instructional 


Support Team 


IVH. Training and development on effectively 
educating and ensuring compliance for 


ELL students. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Superintendent 
� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� ELL Director 


� Training logs to support professional 
development. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased compliance on ILLP plans for 


ELL students. 


Part of normal 
operating budget. 
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IVI. Training on Differentiated Instruction  July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site administrators 
� All Instructional staff 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Lesson plans that reflect differentiated 
instruction based on student needs. 
� Classroom observations/evaluations 


that illustrate inclusion of differentiated 
instruction. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased expectations for student 


achievement. 
� Better understanding by students, 


teachers and parents related to student 
present levels and academic progress. 


$1,000 
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVJ. Training of ALL staff on the use of 
academic data; this includes comparison 
of teacher performance, student growth, 


by various demographics. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� District Data Analyst 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Site Master Calendar and training 
schedules 
� Effective and consistent use of data 


folders as evidenced by classroom 
observations and monthly data meetings 
with site administrator. 
� Differentiated Instruction in daily 


lessons. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Classroom activities between a grade 


and a grade should become more 
consistent and relatable. 
� Should observe changes in instructional 


strategies and priorities as data is being 
used. 


No additional 
expenses - 


supported by 
Instructional 


Support Team 


IVK. Training on technology integration to 
support student achievement 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Increased use of technology in 
instruction as evidenced by classroom 
observations/evaluations. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Teacher and student proficiency with 


interactive whiteboards and voting 
applications to monitor student 
achievement and progress. 


No additional 
expenses - 


supported by 
Instructional 


Support Team 
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IVL. Training on explicit and research based 
vocabulary strategies to enhance student 


achievement. 


July 2012 - May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Implementation of explicit, research 
based vocabulary instruction on a daily 
basis in all content areas as evidenced 
by classroom observation/evaluations. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased performance on benchmarks 


and state testing. 


$500 for 
resources 
One time 
purchase 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVM. Provide instructional coaching with K-2 
consultation on effective balanced 


literacy strategies 
 


Provide instructional coaching at Tempe 
thru Instructional Specialist outlined 


previously 


July 2012 - May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Consultants 


� Implementation of effective teaching 
strategies in balanced literacy for grades 
K-2 teachers as evidenced by lesson 
plans and site administrator 
observations/evaluations. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� A variety of instructional strategies and 


modalities utilized in the classroom to 
direct instruction that will increase 
student achievement. 


$2,500 per 
semester 


K-2 consultant 
Phoenix/Tempe 


 
7,200 salary from 
Bridges to Hope 


grant 
Tempe 


 
$9,700 total 


 
IVN. Administrator training focused on 


increasing proficiency in being an 
Instructional Leader. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Superintendent 
� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 


� Documentation of professional 
development participation. 
� Monthly meeting logs 
� Site administrator evaluations 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased proficiency of site 


administrators as instructional leaders 
in the school setting. 
� Increased teacher and student 


performance. 


$500  
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 
 


Using the information entered in the “Budget” columns above, please provide a budget total that incorporates all strategies and action steps for each year of the performance 
management plan’s implementation. For “Year 1”, please specify the fiscal year (e.g., 2011). The charter holder may add years, as necessary. 
 
 
Children First Academy: Phoenix/Tempe     
Fiscal Year:   2012-2013     
 
Year 1:  Budget Total:     $79,150.00         
Year 2:  Budget Total:     $55,150.00     
Year 3:  Budget Total:     $55,150.00     
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RENEWAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE 
Edkey Inc., Sequoia Pathway 


INDICATOR:1   ___Math _X__Reading           DURATION OF THE PLAN2:  Begins May, 2012  to  May , 2015 
 


MEASURE* METRIC* CURRENT 
STATUS* 


End Target For This Plan*3 


State standardized 
assessment 


Percent (%) of students who score 
proficient on the State standardized 
assessment  


and 
Student growth percentile (SGP)  
 


(Board staff will 
enter info here) 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress toward the level 
of adequate academic performance as set and modified 
periodically by the Board. 
 


 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
Purchase and implement a reading 
resource aligned with Common Core. 
 


Purchasing Timeline:  
May 2012 - June 2014 


 
Implementation Timeline: 


August 2012 - August 2014 


Site administrators 
Site lead teachers 
Sequoia Schools 


Assist Supt of Instructional 
Services Superintendent 


 


Invoice and payment for curriculum 
program. 


 


Review and revise current reading/writing 
curriculum maps to reflect integration of 
the common core standards. 
 


August 2012 - May 2013 
 


Completion:  
August 2014 


 
On-going review and 


reflection 


Director of Professional 
Development 


Professional Development 
Coaches 


 Site instructors 
Site Administrators 


Instructional Support Team 


• Sequoia Charter Wide 
Professional Development Days  


• Monthly staff data meetings  
o Documentation via 


agendas & sign-in sheets 
• Curriculum Maps for each grade 


level/classroom 
PD days to be scheduled on future 
dates for 2013 through 2015.  


 


Review and revise current Response to 
Intervention (RTI) Program. 
 


August 2013 - 2015 
Yearly review and revision 


as needed 
 


Director of Special Education 
Director of Professional 


Development 
Instructional Support Team 


• Training both within the 
organization and outside the 
organization 


o  Documentation via 
agendas & sign-in sheets.  


 


Establish an intervention model to 
address student proficiency in 
reading/writing 


August 2012 - May 2015 
On-going review and 


reflection 


Site administrators  
Site instructors 


Instructional Support Team 


• DIBELS and DORA Data  


 
STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into 
instruction. 
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Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
Sequoia Schools Teacher Evaluation 
System.  
 


December 2012 - 2014  
May 2013 - 2015 


Site administrators • See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits,   
 


 


Pre-observation conference checklist. 
 


August 2012 - 2014 Site administrators 
Site instructors 


• See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits,   
 


 


Sequoia Schools Teacher Observation 
Model. 
 


August 2012 - May 2013 
August 2013 - May 2014 
August 2014 – May 2015 


Site administrators 
Site lead teachers 


Instructional Support Team 


• See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits,   
 


 


Structured Teacher Lesson Plans August 2012 through May 
2015. 


Site administrators 
Site instructors 


• See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits,   
 


 


 
 
STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
DORA/DIBELS assessments completed 
three times a year 
 


3x a year Sequoia Curriculum 
Coordinator 


Site Administrators 
Site instructors 


 


Completed benchmark assessments.  


Student academic progress tracked via 
DORA and DIBELS benchmark testing  
 
 


August 2012- May 2013 
August 2013 - May 2014 
August 2014 – May 2015 


Sequoia Curriculum 
Coordinator 


Site Administrators 
Site instructors 


  


Refine the process of using Common 
Formative Assessments (Micros) by 
grade level 
 


August 2012 - May 2013 
Implementation 


August 2013 - ongoing 


Sequoia Curriculum 
Coordinator 


Site Administrators 
Site instructors 


Grade Level PLC 
Instructional Support Team 


• PLC Feedback 
• Improved tracking of student 


progress by teachers and math 
coordinator 


• Increased student achievement 
on micros and benchmark 
assessments 


• Increased student achievement 
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on standardized testing 
 


Student Intervention Team (SIT) meetings 
to monitor student placement academic 
progress. 
 


Bi-weekly On site administrators, 
Special Education Instructor, 


lead teachers 


Agenda and minutes from SST 
meetings. 


 


 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the 
curriculum. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
     
Sequoia Charter Wide Professional Development 
Days 
 


Minimum of 
Four PD days 
per school 
year, 2012-
2015 


Director of 
Professional 
Development, 
PD Coaches, Sequoia 
Instructional Support 
 


Agendas and sign-in sheets   


Implementation of Professional Learning 
Communities (PLC’s) 
 


August 2012- 
May 2013 
Aug. 2013 - 
May 2014 
Aug. 2014 – 
May 2015 


Director of 
Professional 
Development, 
PD Coaches, Sequoia 
Instructional Support, 
Site admin. 


Copy of School master schedule to provide time 
for PLC’s to meet a minimum of two times per 
week. 
PLC documentation. 


 


Peer mentoring Program 
 


August 2012- 
May 2013 
August 2013 
- May 2014 
August 2014 
– May 2015 


Site lead teachers, 
Sequoia Instructional 
Support Team, Site 
administrators 


Documentation as prepared by site 
administrators. 


 


 
Using the information entered in the “Budget” columns above, please provide a budget total that incorporates all strategies and action 
steps for each year of the performance management plan’s implementation. For “Year 1”, please specify the fiscal year (e.g., 2011). 
The charter holder may add years, as necessary. 
 


Year 1:  Budget Total _____________     Fiscal Year ______________ 
Year 2:  Budget Total _____________ 
Year 3:  Budget Total _____________ 


 
Notes: 
* Provided by ASBCS staff 
1 Academic area to be addressed for improvement 
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2 Duration of the plan must align with the timeline presented in the Action Steps 
3 Refer to Terms to Know in the Renewal Application Instructions   
4 Repeat these action steps as necessary to include the appropriate number of steps to accomplish the strategy 
 
 
Math Strategy Training 
Math Content Training 
Use of Manipulative Training 
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RENEWAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN  
Children First Academy - Phoenix/Tempe 


 
 


INDICATOR:
1 


  ____X____   Math                    Reading           DURATION OF THE PLAN
2
:  Begins February 2012  to  May 2015 


 
MEASURE* METRIC* CURRENT 


STATUS* 
End Target For This Plan*


3 


State standardized 
assessment 


Percent (%) of students who score proficient 
on the State standardized assessment and 


Student growth percentile (SGP) 
 


(Board staff will 
enter info here) 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress toward the level of adequate 
academic performance as set and modified periodically by the Board. 


 


 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  
 Action Steps 


4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IA. Review and revise current mathematics 
curriculum maps to reflect integration of 


the common core standards. 
 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


 
K-2   


2011-2012 
 


Grades 3 – 8   
2012 - 2013 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 


� District-wide unwrapping meetings - 
sign in sheets 
� Completed aligned mathematics 


Curriculum Maps aligned to Common 
Core for each classroom/grade 
level/subject 
� Site PLC Meeting participation – sign 


in sheets and agendas. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� More awareness of standards and their 


implications. 
� More consistency between and within 


grade levels. 
� Common professional language used by 


staff. 
� More referencing to cross-walks and 


other helpful curriculum mapping tools. 


� $1,000 
Classroom 
coverage 
1 year only 


Phoenix/Tempe 
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IB. Purchase a necessary curriculum that 
meets the needs of students and aligned 


to Common Core standards 
 
 


July 2012 
Implement:  Phoenix 


 
July 2012 - May 2013 
Research and Select 


Tempe 
 


July 2013 
Implement:  Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent  
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Site Administrators 


� Conduct a cross walk to ensure 
resources have close alignment to 
mathematics Common Core standards.   
� Ensure that supplemental materials are 


present to address deficiencies in 
curriculum resource materials. 
� Implement aligned program for 


mathematics during the 2012-2013 (P)/ 
2013-2014 (T)  school year. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Common curricular materials to 


establish consistency in instruction in 
and between grade levels. 
� Increased effectiveness in instruction 


based on flexible ability groupings for 
students. 


$20,000 
One time 
purchase 
Tempe 


 
Already 


purchased for 
Phoenix 


IC. Continue to implement all RtI tiered 
levels of intervention/support 


This will include a academic interventionist 
who will assist teachers in appropriate 
interventions/instructional strategies. 


Fall 2012 and 
on-going 


Phoenix/Tempe 
 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Academic Interventionist: 


Mathematics - Phoenix 
� Instructional Specialist - 


Tempe 
 


� District and State Benchmarks:  Fast 
Math, DOMA 
� Curriculum based assessments 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Outcomes should more relatable to 


instructional practices. 
� State Standardized Testing will reflect 


more effective teaching that is aligned 
to standards. 
� Interventions put in place to support 


student learning on an on-going basis. 
� Modeling of effective instructional 


practices by interventionist and 
increased use of strategies by grade 
level teachers. 


$18,000 
Per year 


for salary - 
Phoenix 


 
$7,200 salary 


from Bridges to 
Hope grant 


Tempe 
 


$25,200 total 
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ID. Establish uninterrupted blocks of 
instructional time to focus on 


mathematics standards.   
This will outline a minimum of 90 minutes per 


day dedicated to ELA instruction. 
 
 


July 2012 – May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Classroom schedules  
� Classroom observations 
� Benchmark data and progress 


monitoring 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Student academic tracking 
� Increased performance on district 


benchmarks and curriculum based 
assessments.  
� Increase in state standardized testing 


results. 


Part of normal 
operating 
budget. 


 


IE. Site Based Professional Learning 
Communities Implementation (PLC's) 


July 2012-May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
 


� Site Master Calendar reflecting 
common planning periods for grade 
level teachers. 
� Creation of essential outcomes and 


common assessments. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased performance on district 


benchmarks and curriculum based 
assessments.  
� Common outcomes taught and 


evaluated for mastery at grade level. 
� Common assessments to guide 


instruction 
� Increase in state standardized testing 


results. 


Expenses 
covered in 


Reading PMP 
Phoenix/Tempe 


IF. Intervention Periods focusing on 
mathematics standards 3 times per week. 


July 2012-May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Site Master Calendar reflecting 
intervention periods by grade level. 
� Student rosters for intervention based 


upon student needs. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Addressing student academic 


deficiencies to better ensure student 
achievement. 
� Flexible ability group to provide 


students an opportunity to increase 
achievement. 
� Focused instruction based on student 


identified needs using research based 
strategies. 


Current staff 
will be utilized 


to provide 
interventions.  
No additional 


funding is 
necessary. 
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STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 
 Action Steps 


4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IIA. Sequoia Schools Teacher Evaluation 
System 


 


Each semester 
July 2012 - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site administrators 


� See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness” Addendum 
Exhibits, Evaluation Segment  
� Teacher Evaluation requires evidence  


that teacher is proficient in the  
integration of State Standards into 
Instruction. 
 


Expected Outcomes 
� Increase in whole staff performance in 


the: Planning and Preparation; 
Instruction sections of the rubric. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIB. Peer review and self-evaluation by each 
teacher using the Sequoia Supervision 


and Evaluation for Teaching 
Effectiveness. 


Each semester 
July 2012 - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Quarterly schedule for peer 
observations both within the school and 
in other district schools. 
� Compilation of teacher self-evaluations 


through district online system. 
 


Expected Outcomes 
� Should observe teachers being more 


knowledgeable about what is expected. 
� Principal should notice more self- 


corrections. 
� Principal evaluations and teacher self-


evaluations will be more consistent with 
one another. 
� Should see evidence of more effective 


teaching. 
� Increased student achievement as 


evidenced by district benchmarks and 
state testing. 


$500 for travel 
to other district 


schools 
Phoenix/Tempe 
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IIC. Structured Teacher Lesson Plans July 2012 -May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Weekly collected lesson plans 
following a similar format/content 
requirements. 
 


Expected Outcomes 
� Commonality in the format and 


requirements for lesson plans 
� Reference to the state standards 


embedded in the format 
� Ability to provide students with the 


objective for learning prior to each 
lesson. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IID. Administrator review bi-monthly of 
curriculum maps during classroom visits 


to ensure effective use of map and 
implementation of standards. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrators 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Documentation included in teacher files 
related to classroom 
observation/documentation of use of 
curriculum maps and standards 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Complete assurance that curriculum 


maps are being utilized and aligned 
with standards. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIE. Common planning periods to facilitate 
PLC meetings 


 


Weekly from 
July 2012 - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Site Master Calendar reflecting 
common planning periods for grade 
level teachers. 
� Creation of essential outcomes and 


common assessments. 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased performance on district 


benchmarks and curriculum based 
assessments.  
� Common outcomes taught and 


evaluated for mastery at grade level. 
� Common assessments to guide 


instruction 
� Increase in state standardized testing 


results. 


This will require 
an art and music 
position to be 


added.  Funding 
for this will be 


covered by each 
school's budget. 
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STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 
 Action Steps 


4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IIIA. Diagnostic On-line Mathematics 
Assessment (DOMA)  


Quarterly student benchmark 
assessments 


Currently implemented 
 


Quarterly 
July 2012  - May 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Benchmark assessments and data 
reports - 4 times per year 
� Data folders for students to track and 


monitor progress along with their 
teachers 
 


Expected outcomes: 
� Increase in State Standardized Testing 


scores 
� Increased student academic 


performance related to state standards. 


$2,100  
yearly 


subscription 
Phoenix 


 
$1,400 
yearly 


subscription 
Tempe 


 
$3,500 total 


 
IIIB. Power School  


teacher/student/parent portals 
Making test scores, grades and AIMS 
visible to parents, students and staff 


Currently implemented 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Technology Department 
� Power School administrator 
� Site administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Tracked usage by teacher, student, 
parents 


 
Expected outcomes: 
� Increased home school connections 


related to student achievement and 
performance. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIIC. IEP/ RtI Team meetings to monitor 
student placement, academic progress. 


 


Yearly 
IEP goals monitored and 


reported quarterly 
 


RtI interventions and progress 
monitored bi-weekly/monthly 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site administrator 
� Special Education 


Instructor(s) 
� All Site instructors 
� RtI site coordinator 


� Data reports on student progress on IEP 
goals  
� Data reports on student progress related 


to RtI interventions. 
 


Expected outcomes: 
� Increase in State Standardized Testing 


scores 
� Increased student academic 


performance related to state standards. 
� Decrease number of sped students due 


to effective interventions implemented 
through RtI 
� Increase number of students exiting 


special education. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 


IIID. Mail and e-mail benchmark data,  grades 
and AIMS scores to parents and students 


Quarterly 
2012 - 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Power School Administrator 
� District Data Analyst 
� Site Administrator 
� Site Office Staff 


� Quarterly mailings to parents and 
documented return rates as needed. 
 


Expected outcomes: 
� Increased home school connections 


related to student achievement and 
performance. 


$500 
For postage 


Phoenix/Tempe 
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IIIE. Teacher and Student Data Folders, 
Classroom Data Displays 


 


 July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site PLC Groups 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� District Data Analyst 


� Construction of teacher/student data 
folders to highlight student performance 
and areas of deficiencies. 
� Monthly teacher data meeting 


documentation with site administrator. 
 
Expected outcomes: 
� Increased home school connections 


related to student achievement and 
performance. 
� Better informed teaching staff and 


students with regard to student 
performance and areas of deficiency. 


Part of normal 
operating 
budget. 


 


IIIF. School Wide Data Meetings 
Bi-monthly with Site Administrator 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Site PLC Groups 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� District Data Analyst 


� Documentation on student progress, RtI 
plans and instructional plans to support 
student achievement. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Interventions happen quickly for 


students who are struggling with 
academic progress 
� School wide understanding of current 


levels of performance and teacher 
performance. 


Part of normal 
operating 
budget. 


 


 
 
 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 


 Action Steps 
4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 


IVA. Develop professional development plans 
based upon a needs analysis for ALL 


staff, including bus drivers, nurse, 
interventionists, etc. 


Yearly 
2012 - 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 


� Each staff person should have an agreed 
upon professional development plan 
and a time table in which these needs 
will be addressed.  This plan will be 
reviewed at the start and end of each 
school year. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Reflective, goal oriented teaching staff 
� Focused professional development 


based on staff needs. 


Part of normal 
operating budget 
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IVB. Professional development focusing on 
how to align textbooks and other 


curricular materials to curriculum maps 


July 2012 - September 2012 
Phoenix 


 
July 2012 - May 2013 


Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 


� Curriculum maps will illustrate 
alignment to instructional resources and 
deficiencies in resources so as to ensure 
all standards are taught and covered. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Functional and purposeful curriculum 


map construction aligned with the 
standards 
� Proficient staff who are aware of the 


standards and ensure all content is 
covered. 


Part of normal 
operating budget. 


IVC. Professional Development on new 
curricular resources. 


 
 


July 2012 and on-going 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent 
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� Curriculum Representative 


� Sign in documentation of attendance at 
all trainings. 
� Effective implementation of curriculum 


resources as evidenced by classroom 
observations by site administrator. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Consistency in instruction and use of 


curricular materials. 
� Increased student achievement as 


evidenced by district benchmarks and 
state testing. 


$2,000  
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVD. Implement on-going training program for 
staff on how to use curriculum maps on a 


day to day basis. 
 
 
 


March 2012 – May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


� Curriculum maps that illustrate all 
necessary components and have 
reflective comments to support 
instruction. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Should be able to observe the actual  


use of curriculum maps and where the 
teacher is in their planning by 
reviewing their weekly and daily lesson 
plans. 
� Expect to see notes on curriculum map 


regarding differentiation and How 
teacher confirms learning. 
� There should be evidence from the 


teacher  that there is an on-going effort 
to improve curriculum map. 


$500 
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 
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IVE. Implement Professional Development on 
the implementation of RtI 


 
 


July 2012 – May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


� RtI interventions schedule for each 
student, class and school wide. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Should note greater mastery of specific 


skills at a faster rate  


$1,000  
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 
 


IVF. Implementation of Site Based 
Professional Learning Communities 


(PLC’s) 
 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrators 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Site Master Calendar and training 
schedules 
� Establishment of essential outcomes 


and common formative assessments. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Should be able to observe that 


conversations in the PLC are carried 
over into the classroom. 
� Classroom activities between a grade 


and a grade should become more 
consistent and relatable. 


$1,000 
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVG. Training of ALL staff on how to involve 
and inform parents in the instructional 
programs and educational goals of the 


school. This should also include Title I, 
SPED , ELL, gifted. Making parents 


more aware of programs, opportunities 
the parent can be a part of. 


Should also include English classes for 
parents. 


 


Quarterly 
2012 - 2015 


Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Parents 


� Documentation of trainings and related 
participants. 
� Increased parental involvement in 


schools - parent volunteer logs 
� Increased understanding as evidenced 


by teacher and parent surveys on topics 
outlined. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Should note more specific 


communication with parents regarding 
their role and responsibilities in 
teaching their children as they related to 
the educational goals of the schools. 
� Should note more parental involvement. 


No additional 
expenses - 


supported by 
Instructional 


Support Team 


IVH. Training and development on effectively 
educating and ensuring compliance for 


ELL students. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Superintendent 
� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 
� ELL Director 


� Training logs to support professional 
development. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased compliance on ILLP plans for 


ELL students. 


Part of normal 
operating budget. 
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IVI. Training on Differentiated Instruction  July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site administrators 
� All Instructional staff 
� PD Coaches 
� Instructional Support Team 


 


� Lesson plans that reflect differentiated 
instruction based on student needs. 
� Classroom observations/evaluations 


that illustrate inclusion of differentiated 
instruction. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased expectations for student 


achievement. 
� Better understanding by students, 


teachers and parents related to student 
present levels and academic progress. 


$1,000 
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVJ. Training of ALL staff on the use of 
academic data; this includes comparison 
of teacher performance, student growth, 


by various demographics. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� District Data Analyst 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Site Master Calendar and training 
schedules 
� Effective and consistent use of data 


folders as evidenced by classroom 
observations and monthly data meetings 
with site administrator. 
� Differentiated Instruction in daily 


lessons. 
 


Expected Outcomes: 
� Classroom activities between a grade 


and a grade should become more 
consistent and relatable. 
� Should observe changes in instructional 


strategies and priorities as data is being 
used. 


No additional 
expenses - 


supported by 
Instructional 


Support Team 


IVK. Training on technology integration to 
support student achievement 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Increased use of technology in 
instruction as evidenced by classroom 
observations/evaluations. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Teacher and student proficiency with 


interactive whiteboards and voting 
applications to monitor student 
achievement and progress. 


No additional 
expenses - 


supported by 
Instructional 


Support Team 
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IVL. Training on explicit and research based 
vocabulary strategies to enhance student 


achievement. 


July 2012 - May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 


 


� Implementation of explicit, research 
based vocabulary instruction on a daily 
basis in all content areas as evidenced 
by classroom observation/evaluations. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased performance on benchmarks 


and state testing. 


$500 for 
resources 
One time 
purchase 


Phoenix/Tempe 


IVM. Provide instructional coaching with K-2 
consultation on effective mathematics 


strategies 
 


Provide instructional coaching at Tempe 
thru Instructional Specialist outlined 


previously 


July 2012 - May 2013 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Assist. Superintendent  
� Site Administrator 
� Instructional Support Team 
� All Instructional Staff 
� Consultants 


� Implementation of effective teaching 
strategies in mathematics strategies for 
grades K-2 teachers as evidenced by 
lesson plans and site administrator 
observations/evaluations. 


 
Expected Outcomes: 
� A variety of instructional strategies and 


modalities utilized in the classroom to 
direct instruction that will increase 
student achievement. 


$2,500 per 
semester 


K-2 consultant 
Phoenix/Tempe 


 
$7,200 salary 


from Bridges to 
Hope grant 


Tempe 
 


$9,700 total 
 


IVN. Administrator training focused on 
increasing proficiency in being an 


Instructional Leader. 


July 2012 - May 2015 
Phoenix/Tempe 


� Superintendent 
� Assistant Superintendent 
� Site Administrators 


� Documentation of professional 
development participation. 
� Monthly meeting logs 
� Site administrator evaluations 
 
Expected Outcomes: 
� Increased proficiency of site 


administrators as instructional leaders 
in the school setting. 
� Increased teacher and student 


performance. 


$500  
per year 


Phoenix/Tempe 
 


Using the information entered in the “Budget” columns above, please provide a budget total that incorporates all strategies and action steps for each year of the performance 
management plan’s implementation. For “Year 1”, please specify the fiscal year (e.g., 2011). The charter holder may add years, as necessary. 
 
 
Children First Academy: Phoenix/Tempe     
Fiscal Year:   2012-2013     
 
Year 1:  Budget Total:     $66,900.00         
Year 2:  Budget Total:     $42,900.00     
Year 3:  Budget Total:     $42,900.00     
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Edkey, Inc. - Sequoia Ranch School — CTDS: 13-87-05-000 | Entity ID: 81052 — Change Charter


 


ARIZONA  STATE  BOARD  FOR  CHARTER  SCHOOLS


Renewal Summary Review


Five-Year Interval Report Back to reports list


Interval Report Details


Report Date: 06/11/2012 Report Type: Renewal


Charter Contract Information


Charter Corporate Name: Edkey, Inc. - Sequoia Ranch School


Charter CTDS: 13-87-05-000 Charter Entity ID: 81052


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 08/24/1998


Authorizer: ASBCS Contractual Days:


Number of Schools: 4 Children First Academy - Phoenix: 200
Children First Academy - Tempe: 200
Sequoia Pathway Academy: 200
Sequoia Ranch: 200


Charter Grade Configuration: K-12 Contract Expiration Date: 08/23/2013


FY Charter Opened: 1999 Charter Signed: 06/05/2003


Charter Granted: 05/19/2003 Corp. Commission Status Charter Holder is in Good
Standing


Corp. Commission File # 1195015-8 Corp. Type Non Profit


Corp. Commission Status
Date


03/21/2011 Charter Enrollment Cap 1500


Charter Contact Information


Mailing Address: 1460 South Horne
Mesa, AZ 85204


Website: http://www.edkey.org


Phone: 480-461-3200 Fax: 602-649-0747


Mission Statement: The mission of Sequoia School, LLC is to assist families and students by using an effective
blend of time-tested teaching techniques and technology tools to prepare them in
competencies, character and confidence to fulfill their individual goals. Sequoia Family
Learning is dedicated to the education of each individual student. Classrooms consistently
employ multi-age differentiated instruction, practice project-based cooperative learning and
emphasize the importance of the performing arts. Sequoia Family Learning promotes a "family
friendly" environment; inspiring cooperation among teachers, parents, staff, and students
while encouraging a lifelong love of learning.


Charter Representatives: Name: Email: FCC Expiration Date:


1.) Mr. Ron Neil ron.neil@edkey.org 09/10/2017


Academic Performance - Sequoia Pathway Academy


Dashboard Alerts Bulletin Board Charter Holder DMS Email Tasks Search Reports Help Other
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School Name: Sequoia Pathway Academy School CTDS: 13-87-05-005


School Entity ID: 90377 Charter Entity ID: 81052


School Status: Open School Open Date: 08/17/2009


Physical Address: 19265 N. Porter Rd.
Maricopa, AZ 85238


Website: —


Phone: 520-568-9333 Fax: 520-568-9444


Grade Levels Served: K-12 FY 2011 100th Day ADM: 568.64


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


FY AZ LEARNS Profile Met AYP


K-12 Elementary 0


2011 Performing Plus; B — — Met


2010 — Performing Plus — Met


2009 — — No Data Available —


Academic Performance - Children First Academy - Phoenix


School Name: Children First Academy -
Phoenix


School CTDS: 13-87-05-003


School Entity ID: 89920 Charter Entity ID: 81052


School Status: Open School Open Date: 07/01/2008


Physical Address: 374 N. 6th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85003


Website: —


Phone: 480-461-3200 Fax: 480-649-0747


Grade Levels Served: K-6 FY 2011 100th Day ADM: 283.02


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


FY AZ LEARNS Profile Met AYP


Elementary ELEM 358


2011 Performing; D — — Not Met


2010 Underperforming — — Not Met


2009 — Underperforming — Yes


2008 — — No Data Available —


2007 — — No Data Available —


Academic Performance - Children First Academy - Tempe


School Name: Children First Academy -
Tempe


School CTDS: 13-87-05-004


School Entity ID: 89921 Charter Entity ID: 81052


School Status: Open School Open Date: 07/01/2008


Physical Address: 1938 East Apache Blvd.
Tempe, AZ 85281


Website: —


Phone: 480-461-3200 Fax: 480-649-0747


Grade Levels Served: K-6 FY 2011 100th Day ADM: 198.8575
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Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


FY AZ LEARNS Profile Met AYP


Elementary ELEM 358


2011 Performing Plus; C — — Not Met


2010 Underperforming — — Met


2009 — Performing — Yes


2008 — No Data Available — —


2007 — — No Data Available —


Academic Performance - Sequoia Ranch


School Name: Sequoia Ranch School CTDS: 13-87-05-001


School Entity ID: 80480 Charter Entity ID: 81052


School Status: Open School Open Date: 09/24/2002


Physical Address: 13190 Central Avenue
Mayer, AZ 86333


Website: —


Phone: 928-632-4983 Fax: 928-632-4993


Grade Levels Served: K-12 FY 2011 100th Day ADM: 51.6925


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


FY AZ LEARNS Profile Met AYP


K-12 High School K12 10 358


2011 Performing — — — — Met


2010 — Performing — — — Met


2009 Performing — — — — Yes


2008 — — Performing — — Yes


2007 — — — Performing Performing Yes


Academic Performance - Sequoia Family Learning


School Name: Sequoia Family Learning School CTDS: 13-87-05-002


School Entity ID: 81107 Charter Entity ID: 81052


School Status: Closed School Open Date: 08/18/2003


Physical Address: 1460 S. Horne
Mesa, AZ 85204


Website: —


Phone: 480-649-7737 Fax: 480-649-0747


Grade Levels Served: K-12 FY 2010 100th Day ADM: 146.29


Academic Performance Per Fiscal Year


FY AZ LEARNS Profile Met AYP


K-12 K12 358


2010 Performing — — Met


2009 Performing — — Yes


2008 — Performing — Yes


2007 — — Performing —
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Charter/Legal Compliance


Charter Corporate Name: Edkey, Inc. - Sequoia Ranch School


Charter CTDS: 13-87-05-000 Charter Entity ID: 81052


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 08/24/1998


Timely Submission of AFR


Year Timely


2011 No


2010 Yes


2009 Yes


2008 Yes


2007 Yes


Timely Submission of Budget


Year Timely


2012 Yes


2011 Yes


2010 Yes


2009 Yes


2008 No


Special Education Monitoring Detail


SPED Monitoring Date 03/09/2011 Child Identification


Evaluation/Re-evaluation: IEP Status:


Delivery of Service: Procedural Safeguards:


Sixty Day Item Due Date 05/14/2011 ESS Compliance Date: —


Audit and Fiscal Compliance


Charter Corporate Name: Edkey, Inc. - Sequoia Ranch School


Charter CTDS: 13-87-05-000 Charter Entity ID: 81052


Charter Status: Open Contract Effective Date: 08/24/1998


Timely Submission of Annual Audit


Year Timely


2011 Yes


2010 Yes


2009 No


2008 Yes


2007 Yes


Audit Issues Requiring Corrective Action Plan (CAP)


FY Issue #1


2011


2010


2009


2008 Classroom Site Fund (301)


2007 Classroom Site Fund (301)
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Repeat Issues Identified through Audits


There were no repeat findings for fiscal years 2007 to 2011.
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Actual
FY __2012__ FY __2013__ FY _2014_______ FY _2015_______


ADM: 1,320.22 1,520.00 1,520.00 1,520.00


REVENUE
     State Equalization Assistance $7,398,421 $8,517,975 $8,688,334 $8,862,101
     Classroom Site Fund $285,642 $328,867 $335,444 $342,153
     Instructional Improvement Fund $40,264 $46,357 $47,284 $48,230
     Federal Funds/Grants $600,288 $691,126 $704,948 $719,047
     Other State Funds/Grants
     Food Service (e.g., NSLP, food sales) $576,377 $750,000 $765,000 $780,300
     Extracurricular Tax Credits $126,482 $130,000 $132,600 $135,252
     Contributions and Donations $836,338 $800,000 $816,000 $832,320
     Fundraising
     Earnings on Investments
     Student Activities
     Kindergarten Tuition (Applies only to FY10
        & FY11 unless expanded by Legislature)
     Other $117,764 $125,000 $127,500 $130,050
TOTAL REVENUE $9,981,577 $11,389,324 $11,617,111 $11,849,453


EXPENSES
Instructional
     Salaries $2,900,813 $3,406,569 $3,474,701 $3,544,195
     Payroll Taxes $221,661 $260,307 $265,513 $270,824
     Employee Benefits $761,671 $894,469 $912,358 $930,605
     Purchased Services (Consultants) $199,524 $234,311 $238,997 $243,777
     Purchased Services (Special Education) $75,900 $89,133 $90,916 $92,734
     Technology $1,300 $1,527 $1,557 $1,588
     Textbooks/Curriculum/Library $95,200 $111,798 $114,034 $116,315
     Instructional Supplies $580,536 $681,753 $695,388 $709,296
     Professional Development $35,000 $40,000 $40,800 $41,616
     Travel $23,053 $27,072 $27,614 $28,166
     Other
Total Instructional $4,894,659 $5,746,940 $5,861,878 $5,979,116


Non-Instructional
     Salaries $801,257 $940,956 $959,775 $978,971
     Payroll Taxes $61,296 $71,983 $73,423 $74,891
     Employee Benefits $231,974 $272,419 $277,867 $283,425
     Purchased Services $989,935 $1,162,530 $1,185,781 $1,209,496
     Rent/Bond Payment $321,000 $376,966 $384,506 $392,196
     Repairs and Maintenance $200,166 $235,065 $239,766 $244,562
     Property, Casualty, Liability Insurance $115,000 $135,050 $137,751 $140,506
     Interest/Property Taxes $954,687 $954,687 $954,687 $954,687
     Communications $47,000 $55,194 $56,298 $57,424
     Furniture and Other Equipment $24,480 $28,748 $29,323 $29,910
     Note/Loan/Non-Facility Lease Payments $30,116 $35,367 $36,074 $36,796
     Audit $29,815 $35,013 $35,714 $36,428
     Legal $0 $0 $0
     Advertising/Marketing $16,000 $18,790 $19,165 $19,549
     Travel $3,363 $3,949 $4,028 $4,109
     Printing and Postage $0 $0 $0
     Supplies $442,733 $519,923 $530,322 $540,928
     Food Service $563,994 $662,326 $675,573 $689,084
     Transportation $0 $0 $0 $0
     Student Activities $0 $0 $0
     Fees and Dues $29,972 $35,198 $35,902 $36,620
     Other $5,500 $6,459 $6,588 $6,720
Total Non-Instructional $4,868,290 $5,550,625 $5,642,544 $5,736,301


TOTAL EXPENSES $9,762,949 $11,297,565 $11,504,423 $11,715,417


Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets $218,628 $91,759 $112,688 $134,035


Net Assets, Beginning of Year $12,323 $230,951 $322,710 $435,397


Net Assets, End of Year $230,951 $322,710 $435,397 $569,433


ASSUMPTIONS/NOTES


Renewal Budget Plan
Projected Financial Information


An increase of  1 Teacher per every 25 students average salary $40,000 and 1 Aide for every 75 students at $25,000. Benefits increased 
in porportion to the increase in salaries


Increase in revenues 2013 is based upon the number of stundets being asdded at the Sequoia Pathway site. The sites growth will be an 
additional 200 students to completely utalize the site and based upon the growth in students in the prior two years.


Increase in all other expenses expenses dased upon the per student cost in 2012 and the increase in number of student expcept of 
Interest. Interest is at the amount called for in the bonds that the school issued in 2010.
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Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch School - Entity ID 81052 


Schools: Children First Academy – Tempe 


Children First Academy – Phoenix 


Sequoia Pathway Academy 


 


 


Renewal Executive Summary 


 


 
Sources of Evidence for this Document 


 
Pursuant to A.R.S. 15-183.I, a charter may be renewed for successive periods of twenty years. 


The Arizona State Board for Charter Schools (Board) has established a process for the renewal 


of a charter that is based on affirmative evidence in three areas: 


 


I. Success of the academic program, including academic achievement 


II. Viability of the organization, including fiscal management and compliance 


III. Adherence to the terms of the charter, including contract and legal compliance 


 


Evaluation of the charter holder's success in these three areas is based on a variety of 


information that w ill serve as sources of evidence in determining renewal of a charter. These 


sources include, but are not limited to:   


 


 Pupil achievement data 


 Independent financial audits 


 Five-year interval summary reviews 


 Site visit reports 


 Monitoring reports  


 Application package for renewal 


 


 
Profile  


 
Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch School operates three schools: one school serves grades K-7, one 


school serves grades K-8, and one school serves grades K-12.  A fourth school site in Mayer 


served grades K-12 but was closed on June 30, 2012 due to low enrollment.  The graph below 


shows the charter holder’s actual 100
th
 day average daily membership (ADM) for fiscal years 


2007-2011 and the fiscal year 2012 ADM or estimated count as of June 11, 2012 and projected 


ADM through 2015. Projections were provided by the charter holder as part of the submitted 


Renewal Budget Plan.    
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Graphs displaying the academic achievement for the past five years, if available, are provided 


below and on the next page.   
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I.  Success of the Academic Program 


 
The academic performance of the school(s) operated by the charter holder did not meet or 


demonstrate sufficient progress toward the Board’s level of adequate academic performance. 


Therefore, the charter holder was required to submit a Performance Management Plan in the 


academic section of the renewal application and to complete the Renewal Budget Plan. 


 


On May 18, the charter holder submitted a PMP narrative and templates. Academic oversight 


documentation was not submitted.  


 


A leadership team discussion took place on June 20 at the administrative office with Ron Neil  


(Charter Representative), Patric Greer (Business Manager/Charter Representative), Curtis 


Cardine (Assistant Superintendent), Tamara Becker (Assistant Superintendent), Brad Miles 


(Assistant Superintendent), Jevon Lewis (Principal, Children First Academy Tempe), Donna 


Driggers (Principal, Children First Academy Phoenix), Rachael Lay (K-6 Principal, Sequoia 


Pathway Academy), and Jonathan Gentile (7-12 Principal, Sequoia Pathway Academy).   


 


The charter holder submitted two PMPs: one for the Children First Academies (CFA), because 


both schools serve the same grades and similar populations, and one for Sequoia Pathway 


Academy.  Because, at the time the renewal application was submitted, the charter holder 


intended to close the school in Mayer, a PMP was not submitted for the school.   


 


Children First Academy-Phoenix and Children First Academy-Tempe were existing schools in 


Maricopa County Regional School District 509 (Thomas J Pappas Schools) and acquired by the 


charter holder prior to the 2008-2009 school year.  The charter holder has been operating the 


schools since that time.  The discussion with the leadership team confirmed information in the 


narrative regarding the challenges of serving a predominantly homeless population as well as 


the teacher and principal turnover that has occurred at the schools in the past three years.  The 


organization has developed a leadership program which identifies teachers in the organization 


that exhibit leadership potential and then pays for their academic coursework to become 


qualified as a principal.  The current principals have completed the program.   
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The leadership team discussion also provided additional information that was not included in 


the PMP.  Previously, both schools operated as independent sites.  However, now the schools 


will be doing more collaborative work including aligning curriculum as well as instructional and 


assessment practices and participating in common professional development. The schools will 


also be doing site-based Professional Learning Communities (PLC) in order to focus on lesson 


planning and discuss benchmark and teacher-developed formative assessment data. Both 


schools are sharing an art and music teacher in order to have common planning time for the 


PLC work. 


 


Children First Academy-Phoenix will be implementing Response to Intervention which it had 


not been doing before the current principal started in November.  For increasing reading 


achievement, teachers at both schools will be trained before school starts on how to do 


running records to measure reading fluency and comprehension to determine interventions.  


The schools have identical calendars and will both be using a structured lesson plan format. The 


schools have reviewed the 2012 data and, according to the leadership team, the results 


confirmed the benchmark data collected at the schools.  


 


Sequoia Pathway Academy started as a new school site in August, 2009, and has operated for 


three years.  Although Sequoia Pathway Academy’s academic performance meets the Board’s 


level of adequate academic performance, the charter holder chose to submit a PMP.  The 


leadership team confirmed that information included in the action plan is part of a long term 


plan for the school so the budget portion of the templates includes limited additional 


expenditures.  The team stated that Sequoia Pathway Academy has enrolled approximately 900 


students for next year.  


 


Due to the organization’s shift to site-based PLCs, the school teams will focus on developing 


formative assessments. Teachers at the school have been developing their own assessments 


for the past three years but the common planning time will allow them to develop assessments 


in common. According to the leadership team, the goal for the organization is to move toward 


total performance assessments. 


   


The information gleaned during the discussion supported the Performance Management Plan 


narrative and templates submitted.  


 


Required submissions for the Academic Performance Section and the Renewal Budget Plan, as 


well as the applicable evaluation instrument and checklist, are included in the charter holder’s 


portfolio. The evaluation instrument completed by staff identifies whether the required 


information provided included a Full Description, a Partial Description, or a Very Limited 


Description. The checklist completed by staff identifies whether the required elements of the 


Detailed Business Plan were addressed. 


 


 
II. Viability of the Organization 
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The charter holder meets the standards specified in the Renewal Application Instructions. 


Therefore, the charter holder was not required to submit the charter holder’s Financial 


Sustainability portion of the Detailed Business Plan Section.  


 


 
III. Adherence to the Terms of the Charter 


 
A.  Compliance Matters Requiring Board or Other Agency Action


1
  


 


Over the past six years, there were no items to report.  


 


 


B.  Other Compliance Matters
2
  


 


In March 2011, ADE Exceptional Student Services notified the charter holder of noncompliance 


in some areas with regard to specific regulations for Part B, Individuals with Disabilities 


Education Act (IDEA), and the Arizona Revised Statutes.  The compliance issues were reported 


by ADE as resolved in March 2012.  


 


In August 2011, the Arizona Department of Education notified the charter holder that they failed 


to submit compliance activities for NCLB Cycle 2 Monitoring Compliance Activities.  The issue 


was reported by ADE as resolved in December 2011. 


 


The fiscal year 2008 audit identified an issue that required a corrective action plan (CAP). 


Specifically, the audit indicated that based on the schedules provided by the charter holder, it 


could not be determined whether base salaries for teachers have supplanted Classroom Site 


Fund (CSF) monies. The charter holder submitted a satisfactory CAP. 


 


Additionally, the fiscal year 2007 audit identified an issue that required a CAP. Specifically, the 


audit indicated that the charter holder received $328,162 in restricted cash donations from 


Sequoia Choice Schools, LLLP with purpose restrictions equivalent to the restrictions on CSF 


funds. A.R.S. §15-977 does not permit one charter holder to transfer CSF funds to another 


charter holder. The charter holder submitted a satisfactory CAP. 


 


For the previous five fiscal years, the charter holder has failed to submit its Annual Financial 


Report, Budget and annual audit for one or more years. 


 


 


C. Charter Holder’s Organizational Membership 


 


Because the organizational membership on file w ith the Board was consistent w ith the 


information on file w ith the Arizona Corporation Commission, the charter holder was not 


required to submit the charter holder’s Organizational Membership portion of the Detailed 


Business Plan Section.  


 


                                                 
1
 For more information about the areas of compliance reviewed for this section, please see the “Renewal Guide”. 


2
 For more information about the areas of compliance reviewed for this section, please see the “Renewal Guide”. 
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Board Options 


 
 


Option 1: The Board may approve the renewal. Staff recommends the following language for 


consideration: Renewal is based on consideration of academic, fiscal and contractual 


compliance of the charter holder. In this case, there is a record of academic performance below 


the Board’s level of adequate academic performance, which has been addressed by the charter 


holder through the inclusion of a performance management plan as part of the renewal 


application package and can be incorporated in the charter contract. There is also a record of 


past contractual noncompliance which has been reviewed. With that taken into consideration 


as well as all information provided to the Board for consideration of this renewal application 


package and during its discussion with representatives of the charter holder, I move to approve 


the request for charter renewal and grant a renewal contract to Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch 


School that incorporates the performance management plan. 


 


Option 2: The Board may deny the renewal. The following language is provided for 


consideration: Based upon a review of the information provided by the representatives of the 


charter holder and the contents of the application package which includes the academic 


performance, the fiscal compliance, and legal and contractual compliance of the charter holder 


over the charter term, I move to deny the request for charter renewal and to not grant a 


renewal contract for Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch School. Specifically, the charter holder, during 


the term of the contract, failed to meet the obligations of the contract or failed to comply with 


state law when it: 


  


1. Failed to provide a learning environment that improved pupil achievement in 


accordance with A.R.S. § 15-181(A).  


2. Other specific reasons the Board may have found during its consideration 


including…  
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Performance Management Plan (PMP) 


Evaluation Instrument-Reading 


Edkey, Inc.- Sequoia Ranch School (Sequoia Pathway Academy) 


 


Scoring Criteria and Comments 


 
 


    


Each Performance Management Plan will be evaluated based on the inclusion of the required elements within each section.  The 


evaluator w ill make the following determination: 


       


           FULL DESCRIPTION   – The plan sufficiently addresses all of the required elements. 


PARTIAL DESCRIPTION   – The plan partially addresses the required elements.  


VERY LIMITED DESCRIPTION – The plan does not address each of the required elements.   


 


 


 


I. PLAN NARRATIVE 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: 


 


F


D 


P


D 


V


L


D 


Comments 


 


 


A detailed description of 


all efforts conducted by 


the school in the past five 


years that demonstrates 


a concerted effort and 


capacity to improve pupil 


achievement. 


 


o the school's efforts for the previous five years to provide 


and implement a [mathematics or reading] curriculum that 


improves student achievement.  (Ex:  Curriculum alignment, 


curriculum maps, pacing guides, instructional material 


adoptions, committee work, data review teams) 


 x 


 


 


 


 


 The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken will result in 


improved pupil achievement. 


 


 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the 


Arizona Academic Standards into [mathematics or reading] 


instruction.  (Ex:  Lesson plan review, formal teacher 


evaluations, informal classroom observations, checklists, 


data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken have resulted 


in a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona 


Academic Standards.   


 


 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting 


student proficiency in [mathematics or reading].  (Ex:  


Formative and summative assessments, 


common/benchmark assessments, articulated assessment 


plan, data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken have resulted 


in a plan for monitoring and documenting student 


proficiency. 
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o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a professional development plan that 


supports effective implementation of a [mathematics or 


reading] curriculum.  (Ex:  Articulated plan, literacy or math 


coach support, external consultant training, data review 


teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail as to how the actions taken have resulted 


in a professional development plan.   


 


A detailed description of 


the process used for 


conducting an analysis of 


relevant pupil 


achievement data. 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to analyze 


relevant pupil achievement data.  (Ex:  data walls, data 


training, data review teams) 


 x  Although only for the past three years, the school 


demonstrates some data analysis efforts. 


o a detailed description of the types of data collected and the 


process used in conducting the analysis of the relevant 


data.   


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detailed efforts to collect and analyze relevant 


data. 


o justification of how data selected for the analysis is relevant 


to improving pupil achievement.   


x    


The findings from the 


data analysis. 


 


o the school’s detailed interpretation of the findings from the 


data analysis of the school’s relevant data for the previous 


five years, including patterns and trends, as well as 


strengths and weaknesses. 


 x  The description provided for the past three years 


lacks detail regarding identified patterns and trends. 


 


o a representation of the findings using charts and graphs that 


are understandable to the reviewer and clearly depict the 


results. 


x   . 


A detailed description of 


how the plan that is 


presented is directly 


linked to the findings 


from the data analysis. 


o a description of the logic used to develop the PMP that 


demonstrates the connection between the findings from 


the analysis of the relevant data and the plan. (Ex:  What we 


learned - What we are going to do w ith what we learned) 


 x  The description provided lacks detail regarding the 


connection between the findings and the 


development of the action steps in the plan.   


 


II. PLAN TEMPLATE 
   Strategy I:  Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data. 


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.     
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o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x   Part of a long-term plan so resources were already 


budgeted.  


   Strategy II:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.     


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x   Part of a long-term plan so resources were already 


budgeted.   


   Strategy III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x    The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x   Part of a long-term plan so resources were already 


budgeted.   


   Strategy IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 
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Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x    The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x   Part of a long-term plan so resources were already 


budgeted.   
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Performance Management Plan (PMP) 


Evaluation Instrument-Reading  


Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch School (Children First Academies) 


Scoring Criteria and Comments 


 
 


    


Each Performance Management Plan will be evaluated based on the inclusion of the required elements within each section.  The 


evaluator w ill make the following determination: 


       


           FULL DESCRIPTION   – The plan sufficiently addresses all of the required elements. 


PARTIAL DESCRIPTION   – The plan partially addresses the required elements.  


VERY LIMITED DESCRIPTION – The plan does not address each of the required elements.   


 


 


 


I. PLAN NARRATIVE 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: 


 


F


D 


P


D 


V


L


D 


Comments 


 


 


A detailed description of 


all efforts conducted by 


the school in the past five 


years that demonstrates 


a concerted effort and 


capacity to improve pupil 


achievement. 


 


o the school's efforts for the previous five years to provide 


and implement a [mathematics or reading] curriculum that 


improves student achievement.  (Ex:  Curriculum alignment, 


curriculum maps, pacing guides, instructional material 


adoptions, committee work, data review teams) 


  


x 


 


 


 


 The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken will result in 


improved pupil achievement. 


. 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the 


Arizona Academic Standards into [mathematics or reading] 


instruction.  (Ex:  Lesson plan review, formal teacher 


evaluations, informal classroom observations, checklists, 


data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken have resulted in a 


plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona 


Academic Standards.   


 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting 


student proficiency in [mathematics or reading].  (Ex:  


Formative and summative assessments, 


common/benchmark assessments, articulated assessment 


plan, data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken have resulted in a 


plan for monitoring and documenting student 


proficiency. 
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o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a professional development plan that 


supports effective implementation of a [mathematics or 


reading] curriculum.  (Ex:  Articulated plan, literacy or math 


coach support, external consultant training, data review 


teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken have resulted in a 


professional development plan.   


 


A detailed description of 


the process used for 


conducting an analysis of 


relevant pupil 


achievement data. 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to analyze 


relevant pupil achievement data.  (Ex:  data walls, data 


training, data review teams) 


x    


o a detailed description of the types of data collected and the 


process used in conducting the analysis of the relevant 


data.   


x    


o justification of how data selected for the analysis is relevant 


to improving pupil achievement.   


x    


The findings from the 


data analysis. 


 


o the school’s detailed interpretation of the findings from the 


data analysis of the school’s relevant data for the previous 


five years, including patterns and trends, as well as 


strengths and weaknesses. 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail regarding identified patterns and trends. 


 


 


o a representation of the findings using charts and graphs that 


are understandable to the reviewer and clearly depict the 


results. 


x    


A detailed description of 


how the plan that is 


presented is directly 


linked to the findings 


from the data analysis. 


o a description of the logic used to develop the PMP that 


demonstrates the connection between the findings from 


the analysis of the relevant data and the plan. (Ex:  What we 


learned - What we are going to do w ith what we learned) 


 x  The description provided lacks detail regarding the 


connection between the findings and the 


development of the action steps in the plan.   


 


II. PLAN TEMPLATE 
   Strategy I:  Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data. 


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    
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o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x   .   


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     


   Strategy II:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


 


 


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.   


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     


   Strategy III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x   .   


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     


   Strategy IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 
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Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.   


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x   .   
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RENEWAL PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE 
Edkey Inc., Sequoia Redwood 


INDICATOR:1   _X__Math ___Reading           DURATION OF THE PLAN2:  Begins May, 2012  to  May , 2015 
 


MEASURE* METRIC* CURRENT 
STATUS* 


End Target For This Plan*3 


State standardized 
assessment 


Percent (%) of students who score 
proficient on the State standardized 
assessment  


and 
Student growth percentile (SGP)  
 


(Board staff will 
enter info here) 


Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress toward the level 
of adequate academic performance as set and modified 
periodically by the Board. 
 


 
STRATEGY I: Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
Purchase and implement a mathematics 
resource aligned with Common Core to 
support FAST Math Scope & Sequence 
(currently in place). 
 


Purchasing Timeline:  
May 2012 - June 2014 


 
Implementation Timeline: 


August 2012 - August 2014 


Site administrators 
Site lead teachers 
Sequoia Schools 


Assist Supt of Instructional 
Services Superintendent 


 


Invoice and payment for curriculum 
program. 


Within 
Current 
Budgets 
Ongoing 
Purchases 


Review and revise current mathematics 
curriculum maps to reflect integration of 
the common core standards. 
 


August 2012 - May 2013 
 


Completion:  
August 2014 


 
On-going review and 


reflection 


Director of Professional 
Development 


Professional Development 
Coaches 


 Site instructors 
Site Administrators 


Instructional Support Team 


• Sequoia Charter Wide 
Professional Development Days  


• Monthly staff data meetings  
o Documentation via 


agendas & sign-in sheets 
• FAST Math Scope & Sequence 


for each grade level 
• Curriculum Maps for each grade 


level/classroom 
PD days to be scheduled on future 
dates for 2013 through 2015.  


 


Review and revise current Response to 
Intervention (RTI) Program. 
 


August 2013 - 2015 
Yearly review and revision 


as needed 
 


Director of Special Education 
Director of Professional 


Development 
Instructional Support Team 


• Training both within the 
organization and outside the 
organization 


o  Documentation via 
agendas & sign-in sheets.  


 


Establish an intervention model to 
address student proficiency in 
mathematics 


August 2012 - May 2015 
On-going review and 


reflection 


Site administrators  
Site instructors 


Instructional Support Team 


• FAST Math Micors for progress 
monitoring 


• FAST Math Benchmark to 
highlight growth 
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STRATEGY II: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into 
instruction. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
Sequoia Schools Teacher Evaluation 
System.  
 


December 2012 - 2014  
May 2013 - 2015 


Site administrators • See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits, 
Evaluation Segment 2A-D 
 


 


Pre-observation conference checklist. 
 


August 2012 - 2014 Site administrators 
Site instructors 


• See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits, 
Evaluation Segment 1B 
 


 


Sequoia Schools Teacher Observation 
Model. 
 


August 2012 - May 2013 
August 2013 - May 2014 
August 2014 – May 2015 


Site administrators 
Site lead teachers 


Instructional Support Team 


• See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits, 
Evaluation Segment 1A & E 
 


 


Structured Teacher Lesson Plans August 2012 through May 
2015. 


Site administrators 
Site instructors 


• See document “Sequoia Schools 
Supervision and Evaluation for 
Teaching Effectiveness”:  


o Addendum Exhibits, 
Evaluation Segment 1C-E 
 


 


 
 
STRATEGY III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
FAST Math quarterly student benchmark 
assessments. 
 


Quarterly Sequoia Math Coordinator 
Site Administrators 


Site instructors 
 


Completed benchmark assessments.  


Student academic progress tracked via 
FAST Math scope and sequence micros 
(units of study). 
 
 


August 2012- May 2013 
August 2013 - May 2014 
August 2014 – May 2015 


Sequoia Math Coordinator 
Site Administrators 


Site instructors 


Completed micros (on excel).  
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Refine the process of using Common 
Formative Assessments (Micros) by 
grade level 
 


August 2012 - May 2013 
Implementation 


August 2013 - onging 


Sequoia Math Coordinator 
Site Administrators 


Site instructors 
Grade Level PLC 


Instructional Support Team 


• PLC Feedback 
• Improved tracking of student 


progress by teachers and math 
coordinator 


• Increased student achievement 
on micros and benchmark 
assessments 


• Increased student achievement 
on standardized testing 
 


 


Student Intervention Team (SIT) meetings 
to monitor student placement academic 
progress. 
 


Bi-weekly On site administrators, 
Special Education Instructor, 


lead teachers 


Agenda and minutes from SST 
meetings. 


 


 
STRATEGY IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the 
curriculum. 


Action Steps 4 Timeline Responsible Party Evidence of Meeting Action Steps Budget 
Training on new mathematics curriculum via 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt  
 


June 2012 & 
July 2012, 
As needed 
2012-2015 


HMH training staff,  
On site administrators 


Agenda provided by HMH and instructor sign-in 
sheets 


 


Sequoia Charter Wide Professional Development 
Days 
 


Minimum of 
Four PD days 
per school 
year, 2012-
2015 


Director of 
Professional 
Development, 
PD Coaches, Sequoia 
Instructional Support 
 


Agendas and sign-in sheets   


Implementation of Professional Learning 
Communities (PLC’s) 
 


August 2012- 
May 2013 
Aug. 2013 - 
May 2014 
Aug. 2014 – 
May 2015 


Director of 
Professional 
Development, 
PD Coaches, Sequoia 
Instructional Support, 
Site admin. 


Copy of School master schedule to provide time 
for PLC’s to meet a minimum of two times per 
week. 
PLC documentation. 


 


Peer mentoring Program 
 


August 2012- 
May 2013 
August 2013 
- May 2014 
August 2014 
– May 2015 


Site lead teachers, 
Sequoia Instructional 
Support Team, Site 
administrators 


Documentation as prepared by site 
administrators. 
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Using the information entered in the “Budget” columns above, please provide a budget total that incorporates all strategies and action 
steps for each year of the performance management plan’s implementation. For “Year 1”, please specify the fiscal year (e.g., 2011). 
The charter holder may add years, as necessary. 
 


Year 1:  Budget Total _____________     Fiscal Year ______________ 
Year 2:  Budget Total _____________ 
Year 3:  Budget Total _____________ 


 
Notes: 
* Provided by ASBCS staff 
1 Academic area to be addressed for improvement 
2 Duration of the plan must align with the timeline presented in the Action Steps 
3 Refer to Terms to Know in the Renewal Application Instructions   
4 Repeat these action steps as necessary to include the appropriate number of steps to accomplish the strategy 
 
 
Math Strategy Training 
Math Content Training 
Use of Manipulative Training 
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Performance Management Plan (PMP) 


Evaluation Instrument-Math  


Edkey, Inc. – Sequoia Ranch School (Children First Academies) 


Scoring Criteria and Comments 


 
 


    


Each Performance Management Plan will be evaluated based on the inclusion of the required elements within each section.  The 


evaluator w ill make the following determination: 


       


           FULL DESCRIPTION   – The plan sufficiently addresses all of the required elements. 


PARTIAL DESCRIPTION   – The plan partially addresses the required elements.  


VERY LIMITED DESCRIPTION – The plan does not address each of the required elements.   


 


 


 


I. PLAN NARRATIVE 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: 


 


F


D 


P


D 


V


L


D 


Comments 


 


 


A detailed description of 


all efforts conducted by 


the school in the past five 


years that demonstrates 


a concerted effort and 


capacity to improve pupil 


achievement. 


 


o the school's efforts for the previous five years to provide 


and implement a [mathematics or reading] curriculum that 


improves student achievement.  (Ex:  Curriculum alignment, 


curriculum maps, pacing guides, instructional material 


adoptions, committee work, data review teams) 


  


x 


 


 


 


 The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken will result in 


improved pupil achievement. 


. 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the 


Arizona Academic Standards into [mathematics or reading] 


instruction.  (Ex:  Lesson plan review, formal teacher 


evaluations, informal classroom observations, checklists, 


data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken have resulted in a 


plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona 


Academic Standards.   


 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting 


student proficiency in [mathematics or reading].  (Ex:  


Formative and summative assessments, 


common/benchmark assessments, articulated assessment 


plan, data review teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken have resulted in a 


plan for monitoring and documenting student 


proficiency. 
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o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to develop 


and implement a professional development plan that 


supports effective implementation of a [mathematics or 


reading] curriculum.  (Ex:  Articulated plan, literacy or math 


coach support, external consultant training, data review 


teams) 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail as to how the actions taken have resulted in a 


professional development plan.   


 


A detailed description of 


the process used for 


conducting an analysis of 


relevant pupil 


achievement data. 


o the school’s efforts for the previous five years to analyze 


relevant pupil achievement data.  (Ex:  data walls, data 


training, data review teams) 


x    


o a detailed description of the types of data collected and the 


process used in conducting the analysis of the relevant 


data.   


x    


o justification of how data selected for the analysis is relevant 


to improving pupil achievement.   


x    


The findings from the 


data analysis. 


 


o the school’s detailed interpretation of the findings from the 


data analysis of the school’s relevant data for the previous 


five years, including patterns and trends, as well as 


strengths and weaknesses. 


 x  The description provided for the past four years lacks 


detail regarding identified patterns and trends. 


 


 


o a representation of the findings using charts and graphs that 


are understandable to the reviewer and clearly depict the 


results. 


x    


A detailed description of 


how the plan that is 


presented is directly 


linked to the findings 


from the data analysis. 


o a description of the logic used to develop the PMP that 


demonstrates the connection between the findings from 


the analysis of the relevant data and the plan. (Ex:  What we 


learned - What we are going to do w ith what we learned) 


 x  The description provided lacks detail regarding the 


connection between the findings and the 


development of the action steps in the plan.   


 


II. PLAN TEMPLATE 
   Strategy I:  Provide and implement a curriculum that improves student achievement.  


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data. 


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    
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o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x   .   


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x    


   Strategy II:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


 


 


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.   


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x     


   Strategy III:  Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student proficiency. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 


Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.    


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x   .   


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x    


   Strategy IV:  Develop and implement a professional development plan that supports effective implementation of the curriculum. 


 


Required Elements A response that meets the requirement will include: Comments 
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Action Steps o action steps for each strategy are based on the findings 


from the analysis of relevant data.   


 x  One or more of the action steps provided are not 


based on the findings from the analysis of relevant 


data.   


  


o action steps for each strategy are sequential, timely, and 


contribute to the school’s ability to meet the identified end 


target(s).   


x     


o action steps for each strategy, to the extent appropriate, 


complement and support the other strategies. 


x   The applicant cross-referenced the strategies and 


action steps in the narrative portion of the PMP.   


o action steps for each strategy include artifacts that provide 


evidence of the implementation of each action step. 


x     


Allocated Resources o adequate resources, i.e. time, money, personnel, etc. to 


implement the action steps that support the strategies. 


x    
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Introduction  


Sequoia Pathway Academy 


In the summer of 2009 citizens from Maricopa approached Ron Neil with a proposal for 


Sequoia Schools (Choice Education and Development and Edkey Inc.) to build a charter 


school for Maricopa’s children.  Three weeks prior to the beginning of school for 2009 – 


2010 Sequoia hired Curt Cardine, a highly successful retired superintendent and principal 


from New Hampshire to lead this effort.  Since Sequoia Pathway is a school within the 


Ranch Charter we include this narrative and plan as a part of the renewal process.   


Pathway Academy opened in a cluster of modular buildings in August with 340 


enthusiastic students.  Since that date Pathway has consistently scored in the Highly 


Performing category of the AZLEARNs continuum.  Sequoia Pathway’s current grade 


with AZLEARNS is a B.  We are striving to move towards and “A” rating. 


Our student growth reflects the community’s faith in our program. Pathway’s growth hit 


408 by the end of the first year and we opened with 610 students in 2010-2011.  In May 


of 2011 we moved into a new building, financed and constructed by Sequoia, with a 


student body of 781.  This includes a 7-12 population that has been steadily increasing as 


parents look to Pathway for their older students. 


The high school component of Pathway has successfully and gradually been grown to 


include: 


2010-11 A full 9th grade program plus over 100 courses available online, including 


college courses for dual credit form Rio Salado and BYU. 


2011-12 A full 10th grade program added with advanced mathematics added and 


availability of over 125 courses online, full language courses utilizing 


Rosetta Stone academic version, college credits for college courses from 
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Rio Salado and BYU, and college credits AT Maricopa Community 


College. 


This growth of a high school program is remarkable considering that our original student 


body at the high school was 12 students and completely online.  Our growth and our 


performance has been accomplished with a student body that represents a mixed 


demographic as illustrated by the following data charts. 


Free and Reduced Lunch Numbers 
SCHOOL FREE REDUCE. PAID TOTAL 


Sequoia Pathway Academy - Maricopa 233 89 497 819 


Data as Percentage Total Free and Reduced at Sequoia Pathway Academy 
SCHOOL TOTAL  FREE & RED. % 


Sequoia Pathway Academy - Maricopa 819 322 39.32% 


Ethnicity Chart for Sequoia Pathway 2011-2012 


Grade 


Level 


T
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h
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(N
o
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H
is


p
a


n
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Unclassified  


0 
87 


41 / 46 
1 


1 / 0 
4 


1 / 3 
4 


2 / 2 
0 


0 / 0 
78 


37 / 41 
0 


0 / 0 


1 
82 


42 / 40 
2 


2 / 0 
7 


5 / 2 
11 


6 / 5 
1 


0 / 1 
61 


29 / 32 
0 


0 / 0 


2 
100 


56 / 44 
0 


0 / 0 
5 


2 / 3 
12 


8 / 4 
3 


2 / 1 
80 


44 / 36 
0 


0 / 0 


3 
76 


40 / 36 
0 


0 / 0 
6 


4 / 2 
7 


4 / 3 
0 


0 / 0 
63 


32 / 31 
0 


0 / 0 


4 
58 


28 / 30 
3 


1 / 2 
1 


0 / 1 
9 


5 / 4 
1 


1 / 0 
44 


21 / 23 
0 


0 / 0 


5 
72 


36 / 36 
2 


2 / 0 
4 


4 / 0 
11 


5 / 6 
2 


2 / 0 
53 


23 / 30 
0 


0 / 0 


6 
73 


40 / 33 
0 


0 / 0 
3 


1 / 2 
10 


6 / 4 
0 


0 / 0 
60 


33 / 27 
0 


0 / 0 
TOTAL 


Element. 


548 
283 / 265 


8 
6 / 2 


30 
17 / 13 


64 
36 / 28 


7 
5 / 2 


439 
219 / 220 


0 
0 / 0 


7 
65 


39 / 26 
2 


2 / 0 
3 


0 / 3 
10 


5 / 5 
1 


0 / 1 
49 


32 / 17 
0 


0 / 0 
8 


64 
31 / 33 


1 
0 / 1 


2 
1 / 1 


8 
2 / 6 


4 
1 / 3 


49 
27 / 22 


0 
0 / 0 


9 
30 


16 / 14 
0 


0 / 0 
1 


0 / 1 
6 


4 / 2 
2 


0 / 2 
21 


12 / 9 
0 


0 / 0 
10  


33 0 3 4 0 26 0 
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14 / 19 0 / 0 1 / 2 2 / 2 0 / 0 11 / 15 0 / 0 
11  


28 
17 / 11 


0 
0 / 0 


6 
5 / 1 


6 
2 / 4 


2 
1 / 1 


14 
9 / 5 


0 
0 / 0 


12  
12 


8 / 4 
0 


0 / 0 
0 


0 / 0 
4 


2 / 2 
1 


0 / 1 
7 


6 / 1 
0 


0 / 0 
TOTAL  


232 
125 / 107 


3 
2 / 1 


15 
7 / 8 


38 
17 / 21 


10 
2 / 8 


166 
97 / 69 


0 
0 / 0 


 


 
With this mix we have achieved significant and consistent academic growth. 


Academic Data for Sequoia Pathway 


 


Sample data charts showing FastMath data for the first three years of Sequoia Pathway 


Academy’s results in grades 3 and 5 (data is typical for all grades including K)  Pathway 


has consistently performed beyond the district’s stated goal for FastMath’s third 


benchmark.  These results are correlated (see following statement) to AIMS performance. 
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Assessments Used at Sequoia Pathway 


FAST Math - Sequoia Pathway use FAST Math, an assessment program aligned to the Arizona 


Mathematics Standards and independently developed by Sequoia.  FAST is an acronym which 


stands for Focusing on Arizona Standards through Technology.  FAST Math includes a Scope 


and Sequence for each grade level, micro-assessments aligned to each objective on the Scope and 


Sequence, benchmarks aligned to the essential objectives on the Scope and Sequence, and a skills 


test that assesses a student’s knowledge of the basic math skills at each grade level.  Monitoring is 


done at the local, district (dedicated staff (see chart)), and reviewed at the assistant superintendent 


and superintendent level. 


Each quarter, Sequoia School’s instructional support personnel hand delivers math benchmark 


testing materials to grades 3 – 10.  The benchmarks are then collected, scored, and the results 


provided to the teachers and principals.  The K-2 teachers are given math benchmark testing 


materials at the beginning of the school year (initiated in 2011 at this level). The principal 
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monitors the results and provides feedback to the teacher regarding interventions and activities 


for RTI (Response to Intervention). Teachers are highly aware of the math benchmark data and 


use it to inform their instructional decisions. Students and parents are informed about the math 


benchmark results as soon as results are available. The development of FAST Math (Sequoia’s 


Proprietary Program for Benchmarking Mathematics) began in 2002.  Our analysis reveals a 0.88 


correlation between the results on FAST MATH and success on the AZ Standards.  This 


correlation was confirmed independently by Arizona State University at our request in March of 


2012.  


DIBELS and DORA - Sequoia Pathway uses DIBELS to assess of reading performance. The 


principal monitors DIBELS results and provides feedback to the teacher regarding interventions 


and activities.  Teachers use this data to inform their instructional decisions and help struggling 


students to progress. We are interested in academic gains and rate teachers by student growth as 


part of their 301 (academic improvement incentive fund in AZ) compensation. Students and their 


parents are also highly aware of the student’s DIBELS assessment scores and progress. DIBELS 


testing is done at least once a quarter. Struggling students’ progress monitoring is done with 


greater frequency and is required by Sequoia Schools according to the following schedule as part 


of RTI (Response to Intervention):  


• Weekly for at risk students  


• At least every other week for students with some risk  


Sequoia Pathway does not require progress monitoring of students that are at grade level on 


DIBELS. We also accelerate student’s programs based on this information.  A sample of DIBELS 


graphic results is included here. 
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The grade three and six composite scores are typical of all grades at Sequoia Pathway and 


reflect performances beyond the goal level set for benchmark 3.   
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AZ AIMS Testing  - Annual AIMS testing is an integral part of each school’s AYP (Adequate 


Yearly Progress) and AZ LEARNS.  Teacher’s review each student’s IEP prior to administering 


the test so that they are prepared to provide any stated accommodations as written with no 


exceptions.  We follow all State testing protocols and test virtually every student to ensure 


validity of our data. 


 


We have selected our 2010 and 2011 (only years available) grade 3 median to illustrate 


the performances that have been typical at Sequoia Pathway during our years of 


operation. 


Current Management at Sequoia Pathway Elementary and High School 


Sequoia promoted Mr. Cardine (the first principal at Sequoia Pathway) to Assistant 


Superintendent at the end of 2009-2010.  At the start of 2010-2011 the Kindergarten 


through 8th grade program merged with the High School program.  Mrs. Rachael Lay was 
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appointed principal of the elementary school and Jonathan Gentile was appointed 


principal of the high school.  In February of 2011 the merger was completed. 


Philosophical Base of our Efforts 


At Pathway we believe that creating citizens for the republic is one of our primary 


purposes for existing as a Charter school in Arizona.  With this goal in mind, we choose 


to include the following note sent to parents and friends of the school following the 


recent trip of our eighth graders to Washington D.C. as an example of how we are 


meeting this goal with our students. 


To Parents and Friends of Sequoia Pathway Academy: 
 
I wanted to share with you the details of our amazing trip to Washington D.C. We arrived 


Saturday afternoon and were met at the airport by The American Civics Association 


Representative. From that point on it was a whirlwind! Each day we left the hotel at 8:00 AM and 


did not return until 9:00 PM. We visited 25 separate locations, including 3 Smithsonian 


Museums, 8 Monuments, Mt. Vernon, Arlington National Cemetery, Williamsburg, Jamestown, 


and the White House. On our last day, we visited the Capitol Building and actually met with 


members of Senator Kyl's staff. The Senate was in session and we were able to go in and watch 


for a short time. It truly was an amazing educational experience for the students.  


 


For me, the most gratifying part of this trip was to witness Social Curriculum in action. 


Throughout our trip, we received numerous compliments about our students. Our tour guide was 


impressed with our students' knowledge of history, as well as behavior. Pathway was the first 


Middle School group she hosted this year, and she wasn't sure what to expect. By day two our 


tour guide told me that our students knew more about history than the high school groups she has 


hosted. On the third day when we returned to the hotel, the Manager of the tour group came to 


give us positive feedback. He had received a phone call from the hotel manager who wanted to let 


him know that our Pathway students were very well-behaved, and other hotel guests were so 


impressed with the students' behavior and good manners. It seems many of our students were 


holding doors for other guests when we entered and exited the hotel.  
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One of my concerns prior to leaving on this trip was whether or not this group of students would 


mix well, being that they were very different personalities and maturity levels. It was truly heart-


warming for me to watch them all interact, support, and encourage each other. They were 


inclusive of all, and new friendships were formed.  


 


There was one meeting for the D.C. travelers a week before the trip. Unfortunately, I was sick, 


and was unable to attend. I never had the opportunity to formally discuss behavior expectations 


prior to leaving. It was so gratifying to me, to see our Social Curriculum practices put to use in a 


real-world experience. It is always my hope that the lessons we teach the students in Social 


Curriculum becomes an intrinsic part of their personality. This trip was proof positive to me that 


Social Curriculum does work.  


 


Respectfully,  


Diane Silvia:  Eighth Grade Teacher at Sequoia Pathway Academy. 


 


A Curriculum that Supports Sequoia Pathway Academy’s Work 


Sequoia Pathway started with a mixture of curriculums in place. Over the past three school years 


we have adopted math curriculum and similar reading curriculum across all elementary grade 


levels and writing. The school adopted Math Connects, McGraw-Hill in 2010 for grades 


kindergarten through fifth and Holt McDougal in grades sixth through twelfth. Harcourt Trophies 


is used for our reading curriculum supported by The Spalding Method and Marzano for 


vocabulary.  The social curriculum cited in Mrs. Silvia’s letter has been in place since our 


inception.  Our teachers are experts in this curriculum and are working to spread it to our 


(Sequoia Schools) other sites. 


In the second year of operation we attracted more students in the upper elementary and high 


school programs.  The junior high (grades 7-8) had nearly doubled and the high school had 


increased significantly. This increase allowed junior high teachers to teach an elective in addition 


to their core subject areas thus offering more elective options for students. Additional students 
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meant that we could move from a strictly online high school to a mixed model.  Mr. Gentile 


completely redesigned the high school program. A true hybrid model was in place where an 


average student would be in face-to-face courses and have the opportunity to choose online 


courses as well. The online lab environment would change every hour and contain many courses 


of all different ranges, whether it was core classes or electives. Furthermore, the teachers of 


record (TOR) for the online core classes were now assigned accordingly to our highly qualified 


high school teachers so that it would help bridge the gap of face-to-face and online courses. 


There were additions to the 7-12 programs at the beginning of this year (2011 – 2012). Some of 


these additions were: choral and instrumental music courses, a student mentor program, a food 


service program, a significant athletic department (Pathway also joined the Arizona Charter 


Athletic Association), and junior high dance and drama classes. 


To maintain this academic growth we are recommending the following strategies. 


STRATEGY 1:  Provide a curriculum that continuously improves student achievement 


• Action Step 1: To review and revise current mathematics curriculum maps and language 
arts curriculum maps to reflect the integration of the common core standards. 


Pathway teachers have been very involved with the writing of our school’s curriculum 


maps. Over the next calendar year they will revisit our current math curriculum maps to 


ensure that we have integrated the common core standards. This work will be done at the 


district level and school level to ensure they are meeting the needs of all students. The 


staff is committed to using best practices with the implementation of adopted curriculum 


and newly revised curriculum maps. 


• Action Step 2:  Review and revise current Response to Intervention (RTI) Program. 


Pathway has used a mixture of academic interventions.  This reflects the fact that many of 


our upper elementary and high school students did not start with us. We have a current 


RTI team that meets on a regular basis; however, implementation of the intervention that 
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is provided to classroom teachers is not consistent. To make the necessary changes, 


current staff members will be attending RTI professional development. Prior to 2012-


2013 policies and procedures will be put into place to ensure compliance. Interventions 


will be embedded into the students' daily activities. The RTI team will meet monthly to 


discuss new concerns and make recommendations for any students that are going through 


the tier process. 


STRATEGY 2: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring the integration of the 
Arizona Academic Standards into instruction. 


• Action Step 1: Utilize Sequoia Schools Teacher Evaluation System to ensure quality 
control. 


Up until a year and a half ago, Sequoia Schools did not have a consistent district-wide 


teacher evaluation system. Sequoia Schools for the most part relied on site-based 


evaluation tools. This is no longer the situation at Sequoia Schools, as a charter-wide 


evaluation system is now in place. 


The evaluation system has been upgraded to support teachers with curriculum and 


instruction. In addition, the new Arizona Department of Education teacher accountability 


guidelines have required all schools to make the Classroom Site Fund 33% of the 


teacher's evaluation. This piece has been added to the current Sequoia Schools evaluation 


process (see addendum for a review of this evaluation tool).  


In addition to preparing SMART Goals for the 301 Plan process, the Sequoia Pathway 


teaching staff will include curriculum and instruction, community, and professional 


development components within their plans.  


Action Step 2: Implementation of pre-observation conference checklist 


The pre-observation conference will be facilitated within the first month of school and 


before the first classroom observation takes place. The purpose of the pre-observation 
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conference checklist is to set teacher expectations and ensure that classroom practices are 


aligned with the school's expectations.  


Action Step 3: Integration of Sequoia Schools Teacher Observation Model 


The model uses the basic foundations of Madeline Hunter's observation tools. Each 


teacher will receive professional development on the model. The model will be used 


every time a teacher is observed.  


Action Step 4: Implementation of structured teacher lesson plans 


Currently Pathway's teaching staff is using an inconsistent structured teacher lesson plan 


format. Teachers in K-6 will be required to keep lesson plan books to be shown to the 


principal during observations and 1:1 meetings. Teachers in 7-12 currently turn in 9 


week planners and this practice will continue. The 7-12 principal will be supervising the 


7-8 and 9-12 teams to ensure thematic planning through the team’s curriculum maps. 


Teacher expectations for 2012-13 will be dramatically different. Each teacher will create 


structured lesson plans based on specific components of “Delivering Effective 


Instruction”. The lesson template is currently available via Sequoia Schools professional 


development website resources.  


STRATEGY 3: Develop and implement a plan for monitoring and documenting student 
proficiency. 


• Action Step 1: Benchmark testing will continue with FAST Math, DORA and 
DIBELS. 


Pathway currently has monthly grade level data meetings in grades K-6 in the area of 


reading. These data meetings support our Title I program. However, we do not have 


similar meetings in the area of math. This makes it difficult to ensure that benchmarks 


and progress monitoring drive academic instruction. As we bring more personnel on we 
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will begin to include more math data into our monthly grade level data meetings.  


Discussions will center on math throughout the curriculum. 


Grades seven through twelve hold weekly meetings. In these meetings they discuss the 


progress of students; however, they lack a structured RTI process. In the upcoming 


school year they will implement additional strategies to monitor students with academic 


and behavioral needs. 


• Action Step 2: RTI meetings to monitor student academic progress. The RTI process 
will be implemented across all grade levels. This process will consist of staff training at 
the beginning of 2012-2013. To ensure the process is being followed the team will meet 
monthly to discuss the individual students that are being monitored.  


 


Sequoia: A High-Quality Operation with Exceptional Service at the 


Management Level  


In addition to the Management team identified at the site Sequoia provides a district level team to 


support all of the academic programs at our school.  The charters organized under Sequoia utilize 


the resources as noted here and in their Title One and Two plans.  These positions support the 


academic programs at all Sequoia Schools.   


District Level Instructional Support Team 


Name Title  Responsibilities 


Mrs. Tamara Becker 
MS Ed 


Director of 
Professional 
Development 


• Oversees all aspects of professional development 
training, activities and implementation. 


• Provides researches and training on professional 
learning communities (PLC's) for implementation at 
all Sequoia Schools during 2012-13. 


• Works with principals and teachers on BEST 
practices training at their school site. 


• Sequoia has invested heavily in training at the 
administrative and teacher level in the Du Four 
Model of Professional Learning Communities we 
have utilized Title II monies for this purpose. 


   


Ms. Becky Wong MS 
Ed 


Instructional 
Support Team 


 


• Works with principals and teachers on BEST 
practices training within the school site.  


• Facilities unwrapping of Common Core standards in 
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Mathematics and English. 
• Develops and prepares teaching aids to implement 


Common Core standards. 


• Supports new teachers to Sequoia and to the 
profession. 


• Provides support for the FAST Math program. 


• Writing Committee Facilitator (Six Traits and 
Beyond) 


   


Ms. Jodi Fults MS Ed 
FAST Math 
Coordinator 


• Creates and maintains the FAST Math assessment 
program aligned to state/common core standards. 
(See data charts in assessment area of this report) 


• Grades and prepares Fast Math benchmark data for 
interpretation at the school site. 


• Facilitates Unwrapping Common Core Mathematics 
Standards. 


• Modify and revise FAST Math Assessment Program 
(Sequoia Proprietary Mathematics Benchmark) to 
accommodate Common Core change. 


• Trains teachers/principals to administer Fast Math 
Assessment Program. 


   


Ms. Kemberlyn 
Cotter 


DORA/Writing 
Coordinator 


• Trains teachers/principals on how to 
administer/interpret DORA & writing benchmarks.  


• Writing Committee Facilitator (Six Traits and 
Beyond) 


   


Ms. Rachelle Hanson ELL Director 
• Oversees Sequoia Schools ELL program. 
• Writes and manages ELL grants. 
• Supports site administration with ELL compliance. 


   


Ms. Melinda Poit 
MS Data Analyst 


• Organizes all benchmark/AIMS/etc…  
• Provides analysis of data for interpretation at all 


levels within the Sequoia School Organization. 
• Hired in 2011 as part of our comprehensive move to 


Data Driven Decision Making 


   


Ms. Tammy 
Richardson 


MS 


Librarian and 
Archivist 


• Librarian for Horne Campus Schools 
• District AIMS Coordinator 
• Professional Development Coach 


  •  
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Ms. Maxine Patel 
MS Ed 


Title 1 Coordinator 


• Works with Grants Coordinator 
• Assists with Title 1 compliance at all sites 
• Works with principals and teachers on BEST 


practices training. 
• Professional Development Coach 
• Trains teachers/principals how to administer/interpret 


DIBELS. 


  •  


 
A technology team consisting of Systems Management Professionals, Technicians, Programmers, 


and a Director of Technology ensure that Sequoia Schools are all technologically prepared to 


meet the challenges of the 21st Century.  Sequoia’s commitment to invest in and build capacity is 


unique among charter schools. Our school is currently a candidate for a Department of Education 


Charter Replication Grant.  We will use funding from this grant to provide additional technology 


based courses at Pathway and other Ranch schools. 


Sequoia Schools use Power School as a student management tool. Power School provides us with 


a platform to track student progress (grades, attendance, and discipline) and to monitor trends.  


We have excellent record keeping infra-structure in place.  Pathway has an excellent process in 


place to monitor student discipline. 


By capitalizing on these resources Sequoia Schools’ teachers and administrators work with each 


student to develop personalized learning plans that includes both long-term and short-term 


academic goals, as well as targeted performance objectives that are monitored through our own 


customized benchmarks and AZ standardized testing.  


District level support for Special Education includes a full special education team and a Sequoia 


run special education placement for EDP students. 


Title I and II services are supported by two dedicated staff at the central office added in the 2009 


school year.  As of the 2011-2012, all Title IIA funding is dedicated to the implementation of 


professional learning communities system wide.  We are compliant on all of our Title One and 


Two requirements. 
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Sequoia District-Wide Initiatives Promoting High-Quality and Best Practices 


Supervision and Evaluation Program 
Professional Grade Model (see attached 
documentation) for the supervision and 
evaluation of teachers and principals. 


Data Driven Decision Making 


Professionally developed and monitored 
benchmarks in mathematics, reading, and 


writing with extensive district level support 
including dedicated data professionals and 


area specialists. 


Policies and Procedures 


Web based, linked support for staff on 
Sequoia policies and procedures, including 


academic, social curriculum, professional and 
disciplinary supports. 


Curriculum Maps and Curriculum 
Alignment to State and Common Core 


Standards 


Policy, procedures and requirements for 
curriculum maps from each teacher. 


District wide participation of staff in the 
unwrapping of common core standards and 


their impact on curriculum. 
Common Formative Assessments in 


Mathematics for all grade levels aligned to 
state and common core standards. 


Professional Learning Communities 


District wide and school level PLC’s 
supported by a district administration. 


Common Professional Development Days and 
expectations for school level PLC’s. 


Professional Development Coaches at each 
grade level and in each Jr. High and High 


School subject area. 
Profession Development for principals with 


paid scholarships to AZ Principals’ Academy 
and regular professional development at the 


district for principals. 


Academic Language Support 
Training and implementation of Marzano, et 


al, Building Academic Vocabulary. 


Sequoia’s High-Quality Initiatives Defined 


• Purpose of Descriptions is to describe the initiatives outlined above. 


� to provide a context of how Sequoia’s high-quality initiatives were developed  


� to describe the implementation process used by Sequoia Schools 


� to describe the monitoring process used by Sequoia Schools  


� to illustrate how policies and procedure at Sequoia are related to the initiative 


� to describe the integration of our efforts with Arizona and National Academic 
Standards 
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� to discuss professional development associated with the initiatives 


� to present the  tools and methods used to review the data and the data’s 
relationship to improving student achievement at Sequoia Schools 


� to relate Sequoia’s supervision and evaluation with teacher effectiveness 


� to describe the data presentation used and how it will be related to our grant 
management plan 


Supervision and Evaluation that Promotes High-Quality and Teacher 


Effectiveness 


The Sequoia Supervision and Evaluation process (fully implemented in 2010 – 2011 is 


documented and included in the attached documents with this application. (See: Sequoia 


Supervision and Evaluation Model for Teacher (and Principal) Effectiveness).  Work on this 


implementation began in 2009 (prior to any State mandate).   


Any performance management plan for this grant must have a supporting system for supervision 


and evaluation that is designed to increase teaching effectiveness.  The tools we have created 


provide this data in useful, easy to understand, and meaningful ways to the organization and to 


our practitioners in the field. 


Our model is premised on the conviction that professional conversations improve teacher 


effectiveness and school performance.  Sequoia’s Supervision and Evaluation protocols were 


established in 2009 – 2010, and have been setting the benchmark for Supervision and Evaluation 


in Arizona Charter Schools.  We have presented this model at the Arizona State Charter Schools 


Conference (2011) and to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools’.  


The Supervision and Evaluation process and our internally developed software captures all of the 


data on each staff member being supervised and provides us with a way to monitor the 


professional growth and efficacy of each staff member.  This narrative calls on elements of this 


process as a major part of our improvement process.   


Graphic data that includes student feedback on teacher performance and teacher feedback on 


principals will be provided during the evaluation process designed for this proposal.  This data 


gathering will be an integral part of our reporting.  Our supervision process is one of the pieces 
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we want Arizona State University’s research department to evaluate as part of the grant 


evaluation mentioned earlier. 


Supervision and evaluation protocols are widely published to our staff members.  Training is 


provided continuously with special attention being given to inter-rater reliability at six annual 


principals’ professional development days (PLCs). 


High-Quality Data Driven Decision Making   


As noted, Sequoia provides several central office level staff members to provide our schools with 


data analysis services. Each principal is required to submit and review AZ State testing, Sequoia 


Benchmark Testing, and any survey tool that Sequoia provides.  This policy is institutionalized in 


Sequoia’s Policy and Procedures.  In our proposal we have included funding to deliver data more 


efficiently with instant reports being generated and sent electronically in an easy to use format to 


the staff members best placed to use the data for instructional improvement.  Support for this 


effort includes two highly-qualified data specialists that Sequoia employs full time. 


Formative, Summative and Performance Assessments 


Teachers are expected to use formative, summative and performance assessments at Sequoia 


Pathway Academy.  Monitoring of and expectations for these assessments is provided for in the 


Teacher Effectiveness Rubrics and through the supervision process.  Sequoia tracks all teacher 


assessments with the Power School database. Parents have full access to their child’s assessments 


through our webpage. Principals and teachers monitor all assessments to ensure a correlation 


between these assessments and the school’s curriculum goals as stated in curriculum maps and 


lesson plans. 


Policies and Procedural Safeguards to Ensure High-Quality 


All Sequoia Charters are required to use Sequoia’s Policies and Procedures to guide their day-to-


day activities.  As part of the supervision and evaluation system, all staff members are rated on 


their understanding and implementation of Sequoia’s Policies and Procedures.  Web based, linked 
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support for staff on Sequoia policies and procedures is updated on a daily basis.  These resources 


include academic, social curriculum, professional and disciplinary supports.  Expectations for 


interventions, special education, and student – staff interactions are all part of these procedures.  


Our Policies and Protocols carry high expectations and standards for accountability.  Under-


performing staff and principals have been replaced during the past two years including as 


recently as December 2011.   


Curriculum Mapping to Ensure High-Quality Instruction 


Curriculum Maps – This narrative refers to Sequoia’s Curriculum Mapping. Sequoia 


implemented a policy regarding the construction and utilization of Curriculum Maps in 2008 with 


mandatory participation in 2009. For the subject of reading the curriculum map needs to, at a 


minimum, address the following: 


• Explicit vocabulary instruction 


• Direct and explicit comprehension strategy instruction 


• Opportunities for extended discussion of text meaning and interpretation 


• Instruction in reading foundational skills (e.g., decoding and fluency) for students who 
need to be taught these skills 


Curriculum Maps guide instruction throughout the year and are amended, enhanced and discussed 


frequently at Sequoia. Sequoia Staff has been provided Professional Development Days during 


the past five years to work on and learn about curriculum maps. New teachers are oriented to 


these protocols during a separate week of orientation for new teachers each year.  Part of the 


funding from this grant will be used to collate and publish curriculum maps for staff to share 


information as they move toward meeting national curriculum goals. 


Professional Learning Communities 


“Educators committed to working collaboratively in ongoing processes of collective 
inquiry and action research in order to achieve better results for the students they 
serve. PLC’s operate under the assumption that the key to improved learning for 
students is continuous, job-embedded learning for educators”. 


� Du Four, Du Four, Eaker, Many, 2006 


Professional Learning Communities at Sequoia Schools are 
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• A collaborative process 


• Focused on student work and student learning 


• Focused on Instructional Practice 


• An empowering infrastructure of support 


• Effective professional development 


• Connected to the context of teachers’ classrooms 


• Action and results oriented 


• Continuous school improvement 


Professional Learning Communities at Sequoia have changed the focus from “teaching” to 


“learning’, and are used to establish a strong student centered environment. Support for the 


organization wide and school level Professional Learning Communities is provided by the 


Instructional Support team identified earlier.  (See also Sequoia Supervision for Teaching 


Effectiveness for rubrics related to Professional Learning Communities and staff expectations for 


this vital part of our program.) 


Teaching Vocabulary and Background Information 


We list this as a separate component rather than linking it to Curriculum Mapping, Curriculum, 


and Unpacking the Core Standards because Academic Background knowledge consists of 


segments of information which have words and phrases associated with them. Numerous studies 


have found a positive correlation between academic background knowledge and achievement in 


school.  We believe that the limited opportunities that our homeless and deaf children have had 


to develop background knowledge and vocabulary should be one of the focal points of our 


efforts to replicate the high performance of our schools with middle class diverse populations. 


We know students who have a large amount of academic background knowledge about a topic 


are able to learn new information on the same subject easier and quicker than those who do not. 


Moreover, studies have revealed a significant relationship between knowledge of academic 


information and achievement later in life. In Building Background Knowledge for Academic 


Achievement: Research on What Works in Schools, Robert Marzano first outlines a program of 


wide reading to compensate for the lack of academic experiences. (One of the uses of volunteers 
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at our homeless site is to provide reading buddies for our students).  The purpose is to provide a 


variety of virtual experiences which we supplement with expeditionary learning experiences. We 


us Marzano’s research based process for teaching academic terms, people, and events to build 


academic vocabulary.   The research supporting this is included in the bibliography at the end of 


this narrative. 


Sequoia provides training by financing workshops for staff since and has done so since 2008.  We 


have sent teams to Marzano and Du Four workshops continuously during the past two years. This 


grant opportunity will provide us with the additional resources and ability to narrow the gap 


between the vocabulary of our most needy students and those who are at our highly performing 


sites.  Training is a vital piece of grant’s focus. 


While we provide staff with access to Marzano’s materials via our web page and all classrooms 


are expected to work on academic vocabulary during all of their lessons, we know this is an area 


that we need to address even further within this grant if we want to narrow the gap between the 


vocabulary our more advantaged students come to school with and the vocabulary of our neediest 


students.   


Working with Students 


Our students are the most important people at Sequoia Schools.  Sequoia Schools offers all 


students including those who have not been successful in other academic environments a chance 


to succeed.  Each teacher, instructional aide and other staff member is responsible and evaluated 


(see Teacher Evaluation Artifact) for the following: 


1. Creating an environment of academic progress for each student in their class as 
outlined below: 


� Knowing each child in their class at a level sufficient to promote best 
teaching practices regardless of their background; 


� Supervising each of their students’ personalized learning plans, attendance 
and behavior.  This includes making learning goals, setting expectations for 
student performance and modifying their teaching and those goals and 
expectations as indicated by the data; 
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� Assessing, monitoring and acting on assessment data and information 
gleaned from dealing with the student as an individual (i.e. considering 
factors impacting the student’s success); 


� Initiating consistent and pertinent contact with each student and their 
parents to communicate student performance and insure achievement of 
academic and individualized learning goals; 


� Maintaining accurate and timely records of student progress toward 
achievement of academic goals in Power School. 


� Maintaining accurate and timely records of student attendance and 
discipline in Power School 


� Designing and implementing the site’s instructional program as outlined in 
the school's curriculum guides and curriculum maps; 


� Being an active member of the site’s curriculum team; 


� Providing assistance to site staff and students in their particular area of 
certification and beyond as needed.   


� Supporting, implementing and enforcing all of Sequoia Schools’ Policies 
and Procedures including student attendance, dress and behaviors.  


Rigorous Staff Expectations Regarding Student Achievement 


In “What Works in Schools: Translating Research into Action”, Marzano et al present a 


comprehensive survey of the research on best practices and rank the factors that impact students’ 


achievement. 


What Works in Schools 


Guaranteed and Viable 
Curriculum 1 


Opportunity to Learn 
Time, Content Coverage, Concentration of 
Teaching and Learning, Focus on Central 
Learning Skills, Emphasis on Basic Skill 


Acquisition 


Challenging Goals and 
Effective Feedback 2 


Monitoring of Student Progress 
High Expectations and Requirements 


Pressure to Achieve 


Parental and Community 
Involvement 3 Parental Involvement 


Home – School Partnerships 


Safe and Orderly 
Environment 4 


School Climate / Safe and Orderly 
Atmosphere 


A Learning Environment 
Pupils have Rights and Expectations 


Positive Reinforcement 


Collegiality and 
Professionalism 5 Leadership, Shared Vision and Goals 


Process Oriented Staff Development 
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Cooperation 
A Learning Organization 


Chart 1.0       Modification of Marzano et al 2003 


High Expectations for Student Achievement  


Sequoia Schools’ intention is to provide its staff with the tools needed to take “what works in 


schools” and apply it with the appropriate supports at each site regardless of the students’ 


backgrounds.  While the above factors are self-descriptive some deserve further explanation as 


outlined below: 


Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum – At Sequoia a guaranteed and viable curriculum is not an 


accident. To be guaranteed and viable each teacher must create: 


• a meaningful annual curriculum map  


• effective weekly and daily teaching plans  


• provide each student the opportunity to learn  


• allow adequate time to cover all content satisfactorily  


• focus on central learning skills and  


• emphasize basic skill acquisition 


Challenging Goals and Effective Feedback  


Each child will have a greater opportunity to achieve academic success if they are appropriately 


guided, challenged and monitored. As teachers help their students set realistic and attainable 


educational goals and then consistently work to fulfill, refine and report on those goals academic 


achievement will increase.  We have outlined the steps we have taken to manage the challenges 


we face at Pathway in the strategies we have selected for this plan. 


Parental and Community Involvement  


Student achievement will rise in proportion to the level of parental or other interested parties’ 


involvement in the child’s learning. To this end, effective, consistent and regular communication 


between the school the teachers and the parents is imperative and must be an ever improving 


attribute at Pathway.   


Effectively managed site councils are not only encouraged but required at Pathway.   
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Safe and Orderly Environment  


Students must feel safe while attending or in transit to or from their school. Classes must maintain 


a level of order that permits teaching and learning to occur.  Students must understand and be 


empowered to claim their right to learn.  We specifically teach the Social Curriculum at our sites 


and maintain a highly trained group of teachers that help monitor and train staff on this method.  


The narrative cites our success with and commitment to the use of the Social Curriculum to 


increase student achievement and provide children with the tools they need to become successful 


citizens.  This will be supplemental to the training that we currently provide. 


Collegiality and Professionalism 
Collegiality - Sequoia Schools defines collegial behavior in terms of teachers and staff in a 


supportive role with one another.  Open and civil interactions that are respectful of each 


professional’s role in the education of students are expected.  


Because of the correlation between professionalism and student achievement Sequoia Schools 


has placed a premium on attracting and keeping highly qualified and effective instructors. At 


Pathway and in this narrative each staff member is encouraged to constantly augment and 


monitor their professional growth.  
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